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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
The formation of an Atlantic First Nations Water Authority (AFNWA) owned directly by First Nations 
communities has the potential to transform water and wastewater service delivery for First Nation 
communities in Atlantic Canada.   
 
This preliminary report contains an overview and analysis of four corporate structure alternatives for the 
AFNWA ranging from a full service provider to an oversight role with services contracted to an outside 
agency.  Each alternative is presented with pros and cons and a preliminary cost/benefit analysis to 
solicit further discussion and feedback before conclusions and recommendations can be drawn. 
   
 Throughout the initial consultation with First Nation Chiefs and Elders, it was evident that significant 
value is attached to environmental stewardship, the spirit of water and Two-eyed Seeing.  It is therefore 
critical that any proposed corporate structure should incorporate First Nations traditional knowledge, 
culture and traditions.  
 
In addition to direct consultation with First Nation Chiefs, Elders and system operators, the findings to 
date have benefitted from a review of best practice in Canada.  A formal questionnaire was sent to 
agencies that provide direct or support services to First Nation communities in the provision of water 
and wastewater service. 
 
Many of the First Nation communities have small systems or service agreements with neighboring 
municipalities which also present challenges and opportunities.  There is a strong desire for local 
benefits to be optimized in relation to water and wastewater service delivery from a utility that reflects 
the communities it serves.  Although the option to enter into a third party contract to deliver services 
cannot be dismissed entirely, feedback to date suggests it does not fit with First Nation values, the 
challenges of small systems and the flexibility necessary to adapt to the diverse needs of communities.  
Central to the success of an AFNWA will be the ongoing need to build trust, and communicate with its 
customers and stakeholders in a transparent and open manner.  This is a value shared with other water 
and wastewater service providers across Canada but is even more evident within a First Nations culture 
as interpreted though feedback to date.   
 
Further consultation is planned to guide recommendations and conclusions which will culminate in a 
final report to be completed this summer.  This preliminary report is being presented ahead of a 
facilitated workshop on May 24, 2017 which will be attended by First Nation Chiefs, community 
representatives, Elders and representatives from the Atlantic Policy Congress of First Nations Chiefs 
Secretariat (APC), Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada (INAC), Dalhousie University and 
ULNOOWEG.   
 
It should be noted that other complementary work is ongoing in relation to a regulatory framework and 
financial analysis through Dalhousie University and ULNOOWEG, respectively.  Together these various 
studies will form the basis upon which the First Nations communities may make a decision to go forward 
with the AFNWA. 
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2.0 INTRODUCTION 

 
This preliminary report is part of the ongoing research and consultation in relation to the Clean Water 
Initiative facilitated through APC. In consultation with First Nation communities, industry and legal 
experts, the APC has developed a potential governance framework for an AFNWA.  
 
The AFNWA will be a privately owned non-profit organization under the federal Not-for-profit 
Corporations Act. The AFNWA Corporation will be owned by the First Nations communities who will own 
all member-shares and it will be governed by a Board of Directors, the majority of whom will be First 
Nations. The Board of Directors for the AFNWA will consist of 15 members with 12 representatives from 
First Nation communities and 3 technical experts.  The proposed AFNWA will manage the delivery of 
safe drinking water and wastewater in participating First Nation communities in Atlantic Canada.   To 
date, 23 communities in New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and Nova Scotia, as identified on the map 
in Appendix A, have passed formal Band Council Resolutions to participate in the AFNWA. 
 
To further develop the operational framework for the AFNWA, Halifax Water and its business partner 
Accelerator Inc. were awarded a contract in February, 2017 to develop options for the corporate 
structure from the Chief Executive Officer to front line staff.  As part of the assignment, the project team 
undertook extensive consultation with First Nation representatives and organizations that have 
provided direct or support services for water and wastewater operations in a First Nations context.  
These activities will continue into the spring and summer with a facilitated workshop with First Nations 
leaders on May 24, 2017, another Elders meeting and a second facilitated workshop tentatively 
scheduled for July 10, 2017.  With feedback from these workshops and meetings, Halifax Water and 
Accelerator will complete a final report on corporate structure options including a cost benefit analysis 
to guide future decisions to operationalize the AFNWA.   
 
This report provides preliminary findings and presents options for the corporate structure without 
recommendations or conclusions which can only be presented after all feedback and research are 
complete. 
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3.0 PRINCIPLES OF ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE 

3.1 Overview 
 
Organizational structure defines lines of authority and communication and specifies the mechanism by 
which the organization will achieve its strategic and operations plan. Every organizational structure 
results from a system that enables four components to work together; people, structure, systems and 
culture to achieve business plan outcomes. Achieving the right fit for these four organizational 
components will be the key to success. 
 
One key structural dimension is the degree of centralization. At one extreme is the centralized 
functional organization consisting of specialized groups in operations, engineering, finance, human 
resources and administration. Centralization will maximize economies of scale and synergy across the 
organization. It is most appropriate when there are a limited number of closely related product lines.1  
 
In contrast, the decentralized organization has autonomous business units, which have a wide scope for 
individual plans and actions even while they are supported by the head office. This model is best suited 
where innovation and flexibility is key to success. The downside is that economies of scale and synergy 
across the organization are more difficult to achieve and inefficiencies and duplications are created. 

2  
 
In between these two models are several options. Functional units based on community location. A 
matrix model in which line functions are coupled with centralized roles.  
 
Regardless of the model selected, the key to success will be to ensure that the AFNWA strategy match’s 
the structure, systems, people, and culture of the organization. Questions to consider to ensure there is 
congruence include: 
 

 Do the systems fit the structure; do they emphasize and reinforce the need for teamwork and 

cooperation  

 Do the people fit the structure; can they operate within the organizational groups and integrate 

mechanisms to complete the task (and if so, do they function better in a highly structured 

organization or a decentralized one) 

 Does the structure fit the culture; does the structure complement the values or norms of the 

organization (is central management in control of dedicated resources, and if so how does that 

fit into an organization that values cooperation and communication) 

Appendix B contains a framework of questions that were considered when developing the proposed 
organizational structure options. 
 
Organizational culture provides the key to strategic implementation because it is a powerful force for 
providing focus, motivation and norms. (Aaker, p. 299.) A culture can provide support if it is congruent 
with the new structure, systems, and people. If it is not congruent, however, the culture motivations 
and norms could cripple the strategy. (Aaker, p. 300.) 
 

                                                           
1 Aaker, David A. (2001). Developing Business Strategies, 6th ed., p. 289. 
2 Aaker, David A. (2001). Developing Business Strategies, 6th ed., p. 289. 
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In the business literature, culture is meant to refer to corporate culture. In the case of the AFNWA it is a 
more complex issue. There are at least two ways in which culture needs to be considered, namely, 
corporate culture and First Nations culture. Corporate culture refers to what is the set of business values 
and norms that may emerge in a newly incorporated AFNWA.  First Nations culture speaks to traditional 
knowledge and values that will be reflected in the AFNWA through the First Nation communities that 
are the owners of the AFNWA.  
 

3.2  First Nations Culture and Tradition 
 

First Nations Leadership 
 

First Nation communities have both formal and informal leadership.3  Moreover, as explained by the 
Elders engaged to provide counsel to the AFNWA (Meeting of Elders held May 1, 2017), often there is a 
shared leadership in the communities with an interplay between formal elected council operating under 
a delegated authority granted under the Indian Act and informal leaders who do not have a formal role 
of authority in the community yet who are extremely influential. “This shared form of leadership fits 
well with many indigenous cultures and their organizations, which also have forms of shared 
leadership”.4  
 
The advice of the Elders is summarized in the report; Creating an Atlantic First Nations Water Authority 
with Culture as a Foundation, attached as Appendix C. While it is difficulty to reduce their words of 
advice to a few statements, several principles were evident: 
 

 A leader must be knowledgeable and proficient in their identity and culture 

 Water is alive and is both physical and spiritual 

 Water has rights and First Nations have the responsibility to respect and preserve those rights 

 First Nations believe in the shared ownership of land and water, rather than individual 

ownership 

 Leaders must demonstrate they understand and appreciate Two-Eyed Seeing which integrates 

science based decision making with a respect for traditional knowledge 

 The AFNWA must work for the collective good of the entire region and the communities that 

make up the region and in doing so take into account 7 generations 

Not surprisingly, the Elders, in their own authentic voices, have identified what Brown et al. call ‘Wise 
Practices’, that is practices which take into account local indigenous knowledge and experience. These 
‘wise practices’ can be defined as; “locally appropriate actions, tools, principles or decisions that 
contribute to the development of sustainable and equitable conditions.” (Brown et al. p. 51) The authors 
identify 7 key factors or ‘wise practices’ they consider essential for success and which are found in all 
successful aboriginal enterprises. (Brown et al. p. 50-53) They are: 
 

1. Identity and Culture- Leaders must have a strong understanding and grounding in their culture, 

traditional knowledge, and values and in their peoples historical connection to their traditional 

territories 

                                                           
3 Brown, Keith G., Doucette, Mary Beth, Tulk, Janice. (2016). Indigenous Business In Canada, p. 41. 
4 Brown, Keith G., Doucette, Mary Beth, Tulk, Janice. (2016). Indigenous Business In Canada, p. 41. 
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2. Leadership- must be action-oriented in order to motivate others to bring ideas to action, lead 

change, and achieve results for the community. Often a blended approach combining formal 

and informal leaders. 

3. Strategic Vision and Planning- leaders need to be systems thinkers who take a holistic approach 

to setting out long term strategic vision and corresponding operations plan. Strategic plans also 

provide a mechanism for decision-making, where decisions made on the issues of scarce 

resources and possible new initiatives must align with the vision and the plan. It enables 

community leaders to be pro-active rather than reactive. 

4. Good Governance and Management-leaders must establish structures, systems, and processes 

that provide for good governance and effective management. Stable governance also sends a 

strong message to external partners that an indigenous organization operates professionally. 

5. Accountability and Stewardship-since leaders are in a powerful position with significant 

responsibilities they are accountable to the community for their actions and decisions. By being 

open and transparent on how decisions are made and scarce resources are used, and what 

results are achieved, leaders and managers earn the trust of the community. 

6. Performance Evaluation-evaluation of performance, taking into account the purpose of the 

organization and its indigenous ownership, is a method to track outcomes against written plans 

where community resources are being used; another type of accountability. 

7. Collaborations, Partnerships and External Relationships-leaders must be able to establish and 

maintain relationships with many outside entities, whether for financing, construction or 

government. All require leaders who know how to bring these relationships into being and how 

to manage them for the best outcomes in the community. 

3.3  Corporate Governance 
 
The optimal organizational structure for the AFNWA is compatible and aligned to the values and 
traditional culture of the First Nation owners.  It will be important to weave in to the AFNWA, 
mechanisms that respect their identity and culture as distinct indigenous peoples. If that alignment is 
right, it can create a powerful force within the AFNWA. If the structure is misaligned, it may prevent the 
AFNWA from being successful. 
 
 
As part of the development of a framework for the AFNWA, a governance structure was established 
through detailed study and consultation with First Nations communities over the last 4 years.  In 
consultation with First Nation Chiefs, industry and legal experts, the APC have developed a potential 
framework for the AFNWA. The Authority will be a privately owned non-profit organization under the 
federal Not-for-Profit Corporations Act. The AFNWA will be owned by the First Nations communities 
who will own all member-shares. It will be a non-profit enterprise operated for all community owners 
with a triple bottom line approach based on social, economic and environmental impact.  
 
The AFNWA will be governed by a Board of Directors, the majority of whom will be First Nations. The 
Board of Directors for the AFNWA will consist of 15 members with 12 representatives from First Nation 
communities and 3 technical experts.  The Board of Directors will oversee the activities and operations 
of the AFNWA. Directors are elected by the owners which are the communities. A Board of Directors is 
the senior level of management required by law to oversee the operations of the AFNWA. It is 
responsible for setting the strategic direction, high level oversight, risk management framework, and the 
body to whom the Chief Executive Officer (CEO) will report.  
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The Elders have recommended that the Board of Directors be selected based on the experience and 
skills required to get the AFNWA up and operating. Therefore, they suggested that the AFNWA create a 
directors skill matrix listing all of the skills required at this time.  The outcome from this approach will be 
a Board of Directors, which reflects the best people for the job regardless of which community they live 
in.  
 
In addition, to ensure the AFNWA is and remains aligned with First Nations values, culture and 
knowledge, the Elders have recommended that an Elders Council be created. The Elders Council will be 
available to provide counsel and guidance to the Board of Directors on matters concerning First Nations 
values, culture and knowledge. 
 
The AFNWA will be operated by a management team experienced in the operation of water and 
wastewater systems. Lead by a qualified CEO, the management team will be responsible for the day to 
day operations of the Authority.  
 
An important part of the operation will be to build robust mechanisms (web site/social media/web 
portal) to ensure the Community Owners and band members have a clear understanding of decisions 
and actions being taken by the AFNWA. By doing so, the AFNWA will fulfil both an important 
communications role and the goal of transparency.  In turn, this will reinforce the need for the AFNWA 
to be accountable against its strategic and operating plans. 
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4 .0 OUTREACH AND CONSULTATION 

 
4.1  Water Forum   

 

Halifax Water participated in the APC Atlantic First Nations Water Forum held on March 15 and 16, 2017 
in Dartmouth, NS.  In attendance were Chiefs and operations staff from over 12 First Nation 
communities, APC staff, ULNOOWEG staff and representatives from Dalhousie University, INAC and 
Public Health agencies.  The Water Forum was held to update First Nation communities on activities 
related to the Clean Water Initiative with a focus on regulations and activities directly related to the 
formation of the AFNWA. Halifax Water was invited to present on the aspects of operating a water and 
wastewater utility in a regulated environment and to introduce the current project on corporate 
structuring of the AFNWA.  Halifax Water and Accelerator representatives also participated in a panel 
discussion at the end of the Water Forum in relation to the broader implications of the Clean Water 
Initiative.  A copy of the Water Forum Agenda is attached as Appendix D.   
 
In terms of receiving feedback on the implications of the AFNWA, several themes emerged which shed 
light on how a utility should operate and serve First Nation communities.  Central to the success of the 
AFNWA is the need for ongoing consultation, public outreach and communication.  The participants also 
had a strong sense of environmental stewardship with a time frame that considers seven generations.  
There were a lot of concerns expressed about employment and benefits to the communities served by 
the AFNWA and what would happen to current employees who are now employed in water and 
wastewater operations.  The aspect of operator certification and training was extensively discussed and 
it was clear that the AFNWA needs to be mindful that incumbent operators are central to utility 
operations.  Everyone acknowledged that a sustainable plan will be key to success with financial 
commitments over the long term (25 to 30 years).  Participants recognized the challenge and 
complexities of the project to bridge differences between four provinces and between communities.  
Although Fist Nation Chiefs have considerable decision making authority and will be key to leadership, it 
was clear that other leaders in the greater community will need to be consulted so that all are well 
informed when the final decision is made to participate in the AFNWA. 
 
As a follow up to the concerns expressed about water and wastewater operators, the general manager 
of Halifax Water met with operators from First Nation communities at the Maritime Provinces Water 
and Wastewater Association conference in Halifax on April 24, 2017.  During the session, concerns and 
comments were received: 
 
- Operator salaries are low (many are making in the order of $30,000 annually which is half the 

market rate) and as a result some have left the community to find employment elsewhere. 
- There is a lack of understanding about water and wastewater systems and a need to educate 

the broader community on the complexities and importance of maintaining systems in a state of 
good repair. 

- There is a negative perception of P3 approaches which influenced some First Nation 
communities to not introduce band council resolutions to participate in the APC initiative to 
consider formation of the AFNWA. 

- Operators acknowledged the importance of operator certification and their reliance on 
MPWWA and the Circuit Rider Training Program facilitated through INAC.  
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4.2  Chiefs/Mayor’s Meeting 

As a follow up to views expressed at the Water Forum, APC also facilitated a meeting of First Nations 
Chiefs, Halifax Regional Municipality Mayor Mike Savage and Councilor Russell Walker (Vice Chair of 
Halifax Water) on April 27, 2017 at the Lake Major water supply plant in Dartmouth, NS.  The session 
was held primarily for First Nation Chiefs to gain insight on the governance aspects of a water and 
wastewater corporation (Halifax Water) and its relationship with its owner, the Halifax Regional 
Municipality (HRM).  In addition to attendance by eight Chiefs, representatives from APC, Dalhousie 
University, Accelerator and Halifax Water also participated.  A copy of the meeting summary notes is 
attached as Appendix E. 
 
After an informal meet and greet over lunch, the general manager of Halifax Water provided a 
presentation on utility governance.  A copy is attached in Appendix F.  The presentation provided a 
history of Halifax Water, its relationship with regulators, its approach to sustainability, an overview of 
rate structures and an overview on the relationship with HRM (the shareholder of Halifax Water).  Key 
themes and concerns expressed by the Chiefs, Mayor Savage and Councilor Walker included: 
 

- The critical nature of water and wastewater services to support public health, economic 

development and protection of the environment; communities cannot thrive without it 

- The importance of a professionally managed utility with a business approach and service culture 

with abilities to respond to emergencies 

- Recognition that elected officials have to wear a different hat when serving as Utility Board 

members; decisions are based on the best interests of the utility and its customers above 

specific constituents concerns 

- Recognition that water meters are necessary for utilities to manage the distribution system.  It is 

important to monitor customer usage to minimize leakage which if left unchecked, would 

increase costs and jeopardize service to all customers. A discussion ensued where First Nation 

representatives recognized that meters could also play a role in collecting some revenue as 

some communities are paying for the service now 

- In addition to an understanding that a First Nations Water Authority would need to be 

accountable to a regulator for the quality of drinking water and wastewater effluent, there was 

discussion on the potential for a regulator to monitor the business aspects of a utility 

 

4.3  Elders Meeting 
 

On May 1, 2017 the APC arranged a meeting of 7 Elders from PEI, NB and NS, several members of APC, 
including John Paul, and Rod Burgar, a member of the Consultants team. The purpose of the meeting 
was to receive the advice of the Elders on the cultural and spiritual significance of water in the context 
of the AFNWA.  
 
Over the course of the day the Elders told us about the historic place water holds for First Nations, the 
importance of protecting water for future generations and the responsibilities the AFNWA must assume 
if it is authorized by the community owners to manage water and waste water in the Atlantic Region. 
 
Specific topics that were discussed included: 
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 Cultural and spiritual significance of water 

 Decision-making: community, tribal and regional 

 Structuring the AFNWA so it is by and for First Nations across the region 

 Values that are connected with water both as an object and as a living spiritual entity 

 Two-Eyed Seeing; traditional knowledge integrated with western science 

 The need for engagement and communication about the operation of the AFNWA 

The advice and conversation among the Elders was recorded in a Report entitled: ‘Creating an Atlantic 
First Nations Water Authority with Culture as a Foundation’ and also in two pictorial story boards: 
‘Cultural and Spiritual Significance of Samqwan’ and ‘Atlantic First Nations Water Initiative’. A copy of 
the Report and the two story boards are attached as Appendix C.  

4.4  National Survey 

 
A best practice review was completed to provide insight and direction on pragmatic organizational 
structures for small water/wastewater systems with a focus on First Nation communities. A core 
component of this research was a direct survey/interview with agencies and organizations that have 
assisted or directly operated systems for First Nations communities across Canada. 
 
The methodology for the survey included the development of a formal Questionnaire (Appendix G - 
Corporate Structure – Atlantic First Nation Water Authority Questionnaire). The Questionnaire was 
structured in a ten question format set up as an electronic document with fillable fields for each 
response. Each Questionnaire was distributed with a formal request providing context on the inititativ4e 
and the desired outcomes. Each potential participant was also directly contacted to discuss their 
feedback.   
 
Table 4.4 provides a list of the industry representatives that participated in the outreach.  
 
           TABLE 4.4 
 

Agency Position 

Ontario Clean Water Agency Regional Hub Manager 

Ontario Clean Water Agency Regional Manager 

Ontario Clean Water Agency Director 

EPCOR Utilities Senior Vice President 

SaskWater Vice President of Operations and 
Engineering 

First Nation (Alberta) Technical 
Services Advisory Group 

CEO 

 
A total of 9 surveys were sent out and 7 completed surveys were received, to date. 
 
The submitted surveys were analyzed, a series of themes of standard practice were developed as 
follows:   

1. Establishing trust with community leaders is the foundation of successful community 

relationships. 
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 “level of communication must get the greatest attention” 

 “stress partnerships not contract relationship”  

 

2. It is critical to understand the uniqueness of each community to ensure effective service 

delivery. 

 “without a successful development of relationships with community members, and an 

appreciation and respect for their beliefs, success at any level is difficult to attain”  

 “it is important to treat each community as their own” 

 “a cookie-cutter approach does not work for First nations” 

 

3. A “Hub and Spoke” organizational structure is effective and most common. 

 “Hub and Spoke style regional management with hub within a couple of hours travel time” 

 “Each community will become familiar with the local operation”  

 “Local manager who can be personally involved with community” 

 “the closer you can physically bring yourself to the community the better” 

 “allows us to allocate costs within regions, minimizing financial impacts on clients” 

 

4. Typical formal relationship was a contract service delivery model 

 

5. First Nations community members should be utilized as trained operators where possible 

 
6. SCADA monitoring on a 24 hour a day/seven days a week basis has been very successful tool to 

allow remote monitoring and prompt intervention to issues. 
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5.0 CORPORATE STRUCTURE ANALYSIS 

 
The Atlantic First Nation Water Authority Summary report (waterstudies, March, 2014) provided 
commentary on the Board structure and the Management structure for a proposed water and 
wastewater utility.5  The report discussed two management structure options: 
 

 In-house staff of core functions , and 

 Sub-contracting the majority of functions. 

The preliminary study has expanded on this initial insight and identified and further reviewed four 
potential management structure models supported by best practice in the water and wastewater 
industry and feedback through the national survey of organizations involved with service delivery to 
First Nation communities. Four organizational structures are proposed. They are Full Service- 
Centralized, Full Service- Decentralized, Full Outsource and Technical Services Support. In the following 
sections each of the four models is defined and analyzed for practical application within the Atlantic 
Canada First Nations water and wastewater service context. 
 

5.1  Full Service - Centralized 

5.1.1  Description 
 
The Full Service – Centralized (FSC) organizational structure is a classical functional structure that groups 
people together on the basis of their common expertise or specialty and manages the majority of staff, 
and thus functionality, through in-house employment. Our best practice research indicates that the 
basic functional structure for a water and wastewater utility includes four functional areas: Operations; 
Engineering; Corporate Services; and Communication & Public Relations. Figure 5.1.1 shows the classic 
functional structure organization chart with the four functional groups required for water authority 
management. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
5 Gagnon, Graham. (March 2014). Waterstudies, Centre for Water Resources Studies, Dalhousie University, Atlantic 
First Nations Water Authority Summary Report, Appendix A.  
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FIGURE 5.1.1 

 
 
The four functional groups will provide the full range of services required to manage the community 
based water and wastewater systems. The primary functional area is Operations. The Operations group 
provides the core activities to operate and maintain the water and wastewater infrastructure. In 
addition, the Operations group would be responsible for monitoring via a corporate Supervisory Control 
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system as deployed.  
 
The Engineering group provides a series of technical services that support the short term and long term 
management of the water and wastewater system assets. These activities include asset management 
(inventory, condition assessment and long term planning), capital project delivery (design and 
construction management) and master planning for development and growth. 
 
The Corporate Services group provides a series of administrative or back office services that support the 
efficient operation of the Water Authority. These activities include finance, accounting, human 
resources, legal, and customer care. 
 
The Communications & Public Relations group provides a series of services that communicate and 
promote Water Authority services, projects and activities to stakeholders including customers, First 
Nations leaders (Chiefs and Elders), regulatory agencies, federal government, the general public and the 
media.  
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5.1.2  Detailed Organizational Design 
 
In this model, all staff except operators located in communities would be housed in a central head 
office. This office would be located in a strategically central location, somewhere along the corridor 
between Moncton and Halifax. 
 
 

5.1.2.1 Operations Department 
 
The core of the organization would be the Operations department in which all water and wastewater 
system operations are based. Operators would be located in the local community and report to the 
Superintendent of Operations, located in the corporate head office. 
 
There would be 16 operators in total, each located in a local community. Most communities would have 
a single operator, however, a few with larger or complex treatment systems would have one or two 
additional operators. Very small communities with simple systems would only require part time work 
and the operator would supplement another operation in a nearby community. 
 
The operating philosophy would be that the local operator would look after routine monitoring and 
maintenance.  More complex maintenance requiring heavy equipment, or skills not resident in the local 
operator or department would be contracted out to contractors. This would include work such as water 
main repairs or electrical repairs. Demands for extra labour or vacation coverage would be covered from 
nearby communities and coordinated by the Superintendent of Operations. 
 
The Superintendent of Technical Services would be located in the corporate head office. This person 
would be responsible for the SCADA and Operational Technology (OT) systems. This person would have 
two staff, located in the corporate head office that would assist them. The function of this group would 
be to plan and oversee the development of a SCADA system across the entire service area. They would 
also be available to assist local operators with data management, configuration, and control issues. This 
group would also manage electrical, mechanical and instrumentation repairs through qualified local 
contractors. 
 
An important function of the Technical Services group, initially, will be to plan the development of a 
common SCADA platform across all communities. Having a common SCADA platform will provide the 
following functional advantages: 
 

 Allow any qualified authority staff to view operational data to assist with operational issues or 

access data for planning purposes. 

 Provide a common operating platform which will facilitate operators working in different 

communities to provide assistance or vacation coverage. 

 Promote collaboration among operators. 

 Provide for an inventory of key spare parts such as radios, and remote terminal units [RTU’s] 

which can be stocked and allow for rapid recovery from service interruptions. 

 Standardized training. 

One for the first functions of this group will be to develop a SCADA plan for all authority infrastructure 
and to ensure that the plan is followed as community infrastructure is built or upgraded. A logical SCADA 
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design will a standardized RTU located at each treatment plant, pumping station, control chamber or 
storage tank.  Each RTU will communicate operating data by radio back to a Human Machine Interface 
(HMI) workstation located in the community. Data will be backhauled, to an HMI server located at the 
corporate head office. The HMI will also serve as a data historian for operating data for all community 
systems. Using a system of access permissions and passwords, appropriate staff from across the 
authority will be able to access operational data.  
 
The Operations Department will also include an operations engineer position. The intent of this position 
will be to provide engineering support to the various community operations: Typical work of this 
position will include: 

 

 Developing System Optimization Plans 

 Developing maintenance and compliance programs. 

 Assisting operators with operational and compliance problems. 

 Developing standard operating methods. 

 Developing emergency response plans 

 
5.1.2.2 Engineering Department 
 
The engineering department would have primary responsibility for the planning, construction and asset 
management of the utility’s assets. Initially a primary responsibility will be assessing current 
infrastructure needs and developing a program to delivery capital projects to upgrade service delivery 
across the service area of the AFNWA. 
 
The engineering department will be led by a professional engineer in the role of Manager of 
Engineering. The engineering department will have three functional groups as follows: 
 

 Capital Project Delivery: This position will be staffed by a professional engineer. Their main role 

will be to develop and manage the capital budget and deliver capital projects. Most engineering 

design and construction supervision work will be contracted out to engineering consulting firms. 

 Asset Management: This position will be staffed by a certified engineering technologist. The 

primary responsibility will be develop an inventory of all utility assets, establish and track the 

condition of all assets and develop long-term capital programs. 

 Planning and Development. This position will be staffed by a certified engineering technologist. 

The primary responsibility will be to assist communities with the expansion and development of 

their systems, approve plans for system extensions and manage requests for connection to the 

system. An additional responsibility will be to manage land information related to utility assets 

and manage record information. 

The full service - centralized organizational structure is illustrated below as Figure 5.1.2 
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FIGURE 5.1.2

 
 

5.1.3 Analysis 
 
FSC Pros: 

 Efficient aggregation of expertise within each functional area. 

 Limited duplication of roles 

 Simplistic management structure for reporting and communicating 

 waterstudies report workshop results noted the, “in-house staffing approach was considered 

more desirable by industry and First Nation representatives”. 

FSC Cons: 

 Discontinuity between head office and communities 

 Challenge to provide prompt response time for issues or actions required from head office. 

 Increased travel costs for operational response 
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5.2  Full Service – Decentralized 

5.2.1  Description 
 
The Full Service – Decentralized (FSD) organizational structure is a variation of the functional 
organizational structure that allows some functions to be centralized at one headquarter location and 
others to be decentralized to a regional level. The decentralized functionality allows the structure to 
align its core competences with the needs of the customers in different geographic regions. Within the 
Canadian water and wastewater industry this organizational structure is often referred to as a “Hub and 
Spoke” model. As further shown within Figure 5.2.1, the FSD structure is defined by the central support 
functions at a head office with a series of similar regional operations centres.  
 
FIGURE 5.2.1 

 
 
Each regional centre can be sized and staffed to best align with the needs of that region. Both the head 
office and the regional centres may have staff that are aligned with each of the four core functional 
areas (Operations, Engineering, Corporate Services and Communication s & Public Relations) as 
defined within the FSC structure defined in section 5.1. 
 
The best practice research highlights that for water and wastewater operations type activities, the 
regional centers are best located within two to three hours drive of the community being serviced. 

5.2.2  Detailed Organizational Design 
 
The organizational design of the decentralized model has one significant difference with the centralized 
model. That being that the local community operations staff will be organized around five operational 
hubs. The intent of the hubs is to create centers of operational knowledge and expertise in areas close 
to several communities. Doing so will place more day to day operational decision making nearer to the 
communities being served, as well as resources and operational knowledge. 
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While the Manager of Operations will still have the ability to bring resources as required from anywhere 
within the service area, having resources and decision making authority within the hubs will create a 
sense of common mission among the various operators serving around a hub.  It will also allow for more 
direct interaction with customers and foster relationships within the communities. 
 
The hub grouping is intended, to the degree possible, to keep all communities within a 2 hour drive of 
each other. Research done with other agencies providing operations in First Nations communities 
indicates that 2 hours is a maximum travel distance to allow for efficiencies and collaboration among 
operators. 
 
The proposed operational grouping is described below: 
 
Cape Breton: 

 Eskasoni 

 Potlotek 

 Waycobah 

 Membertou (MTA with Cape Breton Regional Municipality) 

Eastern Nova Scotia: 

 Paqtnkek 

 Pictou Landing 

 Sipenkne’katik 

 Millbrook (MTA with Truro Municipality) 

Prince Edward Island: 

 Lennox island 

 Abegweit 

Eastern New Brunswick: 

 Elsipotog 

 Bouctouche 

 Fort Folly (MTA) 

Western New Brunswick: 

 Tobique 

 Woodstock 

 Kingsclear 

 St.Mary’s  

The Glooscap and Acadia communities near Hantsport, Bridgewater and Yarmouth are not assigned to 
an operational centre, due to their distance from each other and from the other centres. As each of the 
communities are served via a municipal transfer agreement [MTA], or on-site services (individual well 
and septic systems), their proximity to a hub is not as critical and they can be served from the corporate 
head office or a nearby hub.  Alternatively, if warranted, a Western Nova Scotia region could be formed. 
 
The main operational difference in this context is that in each operational centre, one of the operators 
will be designated as a supervisor to whom the other operators in that hub report. This will not increase 
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the number of staff but will result in increased salaries for the 5 supervisors which will increase the 
overall operating cost. To be effective, the supervisors should take a leadership role in the operation of 
all of the communities served by their centre. Beyond coordinating staff demands, effective supervisors 
would mentor newer operators and provide leadership on a variety of operation and maintenance 
issues.  
 
It would also make sense to locate each of the two Technical Services technicians in one of the centres 
in the eastern and western ends of the authority’s service area to increase their connection to the local 
communities. Should other support functions in the authority increase resources over time, the 
authority should also consider locating them in one of the operational centres. 
 
All of the remaining departments, Corporate Services, Communications and Public Relations, and 
Engineering, as well as the Manager of Operations and their direct reports would work at a central 
headquarters. 
 
The full service decentralized organizational structure is illustrated below as Figure 5.2.2. 
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 FIGURE 5.2.2 

 

5.2.3 Analysis 
 
FSD Pros: 

 Optimizes response time for operations and maintenance activities 

 Focused relationship with community 

 Higher level of service 

 
FSD Cons: 

 Coordination and consistency between regional offices 
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 Additional office costs – a series of parallel regional offices can introduce duplication of activities 

especially around support functions 

Higher staff costs with the introduction of front line supervisors 

 

5.3  Full Outsource 

5.3.1  Description 
 
The Full Outsource (FOS) model provides one manager in each of the functional areas with the balance 
of the organizational services contracted with a third party outside of the water authority. This model is 
often referred to as a Public-Private partnership or P3 model. The basic organizational structure as 
shown in Figure 5.3.1, shares top end similarity to the FSC model identified in section 5.1 with the 
addition of a full series of sub-contracts supplying all the resources within each functional area. 
 
FIGURE 5.3.1 
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5.3.2 Detailed Organizational Design 

In this model, the entire staff of the organization would be the 13 FTE’s, plus contracted legal support 
which are represented on the organization chart below. The focus of the authority, when compared to 
the other models, would be to manage the provision of services by the contracted entity and to manage 
the relationship between the communities and both the authority and the contracted agency. The 
authority would not have any operating staff but the staff in the combined department of Engineering 
and Operations would be focused on ensuring that contractual obligations related to the contract are 
met. 
 
The engineering functions of planning and development, asset management and capital project delivery 
could remain the same as in the full service delivery model or alternatively, these functions could be 
contracted out as well. 
 
One challenge for the authority under this model is that while the authority will be accountable to 
service provision to the community, they are separated by a degree from the ability to make changes on 
the ground. For example, if a community expresses a service concern, the contract with the agency 
might not provide for that concern to be addressed or it may be addressed in a way that is not entirely 
satisfactory to the authority or the community. Similarly, the agency is contractually accountable to the 
authority, but its employees may not feel as accountable to the concerns of community residents.  
 
Ultimately, the success of the authority will, in large measure, be determined by the contract that is 
negotiated with the third party agency at the outset. Which risks are transferred, what metrics are 
selected to measure performance and what mechanisms are in place to make adjustments may 
determine, for years down the road, how performance of the authority is judged. This is not to say that 
an effective contract cannot be negotiated, but the authority’s ability to meet challenges that will 
inevitably come up will be determined by the contract negotiated at the outset.  The legal costs under 
this approach are expected to be significantly higher. 
 
The full outsource organizational structure is illustrated below as Figure 5.3.2 
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FIGURE 5.3.2 

 

5.3.3 Analysis 
 
FOS Pros: 

 Risk Transfer to third party 

 Fixed price contracts with more definitive construction schedule 

 
FOS Cons: 

 waterstudies report workshop results noted the, “in-house staffing approach was considered 

more desirable by industry and First Nation representatives”. 

 Accountability for service still rests with AFNWA 

 AFNWA loses flexibility to address local community or customer concerns  

 Once contracts established, very little flexibility to modify service in response to changing needs 

 More expensive financing  
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5.4 Technical Services Support 

5.4.1 Description 
 
In conjunction with the development and review of three corporate models for the Water Authority that 
are built on the proposed model of full system ownership, the best practice research has suggested 
consideration for discussion of an organizational model that acts as a technical service provider to First 
Nations communities with system ownership remaining with the community.  

5.4.2 Detailed Organizational Design 
 
The Technical Services Support (TSS) model is common within a wide variety of jurisdictions across 
Canada. The actual staffing organizational structure could look similar to the FSC or FSD models 
discussed above. The core differentiation being that the organization provides a full series of services to 
the First Nation communities across all four functional areas (as define in section 5.1) on a contract basis 
with system ownership remaining with the First Nation community. A particular community may choose 
to utilize all or a subset of the available services as deemed to best fit their requirements. 
 
The structural similarity to the FSC or FSD models is driven by the fact that the FSS model would provide 
a similar range of services. The essential difference in the models is the asset ownership. The TSS model 
presumes that the First Nation community would retain ownership of the water and wastewater assets 
and utilize the AFNWA for a range of services in order to provide its residents a desired service level. 
 
For the matter of comparison to the candidate organizational structures, it is likely that there will be 
some consolidation of duties at the mid management level which will result in the timeliest and cost 
effective service delivery. The exact composition, in this model, would, however, be dependent on the 
level of service desired by an individual community. In one case, a community may want to operate their 
own treatment plants and retain responsibility for managing connections to the system or asset 
management, thus reducing the need for staff with the authority. On the other hand, some communities 
with an MTA may deem it preferable to build a new treatment plant and contract for design, 
construction and operating services with the authority thus increasing the need of authority staff.  For 
comparison purposes, a corporate structure similar to the FSC has been assumed with a single 
superintendent to supervise operations and technical services with the number of operators/technical 
staff ranging from 8 to 11, as illustrated in Figure 5.4.2.  For costing purposes, 11 operators/technical 
staff are assumed to be employed in the Operations department of the TSS. 
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FIGURE 5.4.2 

 
 

5.4.3 Analysis 
 
FSS Pros: 

 Ownership stays with First Nation community – control of assets and finances. 

 Community can add or delete range of services required – customized service delivery 

 Water Authority is a simple service delivery model with no equity ownership 

Cons: 

 Functional resource requirements may fluctuate with addition and deletion of various contracts 

 Fluctuating resource requirements will make it difficult to attract and retain managers and 

qualified operators 
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 Ownership stays with First Nation community – liability of ownership also stays with community 

 Reduced opportunity for consistent region wide service level and regulatory compliance. 

 Operational synergy will be lost due to the disparity in levels of service  

 Will not be able to negotiate for resources and federal funding as one voice for all First Nation 

communities 

 Standardized approach to system design will be compromised 

 

5.5 Summary 
 
The four models described above each provide varying levels of service and benefits to communities 
served by an AFNWA.  Based on the preliminary analysis to date, the FSD corporate structure appears to 
provide the highest level of service and direct benefits to the communities served.  It also has the most 
potential for the utility to establish relationships with the hub and spoke model so often referenced in 
the best practice review.  The least likely model to bring benefits to the local communities would be the 
FOS where operations would be contracted to a third party.  In addition, the level of service with this 
arrangement would only be as good as the contract that is negotiated and it is expected there would be 
a high reliance on legal support through the duration of the contract. That being said, a FOS corporate 
structure could provide a high level of service if a long-term contract was put in place, which could 
contain clauses that required the initial hiring of local operators.  
 
With respect to the other models, the FSC corporate structure would have a lower level of service 
compared to the FSD and would not have as much potential for relationship building so critical to the 
success of an AFNWA.  The TSS corporate structure is the least transformational and the level of service 
would vary from community to community depending on which services were obtained from the utility, 
which could range from a full operations contract to none.  This disparity in service would see 
fragmented levels of service between communities and hinder the ability of the AFNWA to represent all 
communities when negotiating for resources or external funding. 
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6.0  COST/BENEFIT ANALYSIS 

 
6.1  Overview 

As outlined in Section 5, the current study has expanded on the initial notion of two management 
structure options with the creation of four potential management structure models for review, namely:  

 Full Service (Centralized)  

 Full Service (De-Centralized)  

 Full Outsource, and  

 Technical Services Support  

Descriptions of the organizational structures were provided in Section 5. The following Section provides 
preliminary costing of the various alternatives, focusing on incremental costs that would be incurred by 
the Water Authority. These costs do not include any capital or operation and maintenance costs 
associated with the water and wastewater facilities which are the subject of other studies.  

6.2  Alternatives  

Figure 6.2 below outlines the total projected costs in Year 1 for each of the four alternatives for 
comparative purposes. Costs are also reported under the functional areas within each alternative, i.e. 
Corporate Services, Communications, Operations and Engineering, however these amounts reflect costs 
associated with salaries and benefits within those groups only. Administration includes not only salaries 
and benefits, but also the overall costs of the Water Authority. Detailed statements of Pro-forma 
Expenditures for each alternative and related calculation details are attached as Appendix H.  

Also appearing in Figure 6.2 is the Net Present Value (NPV) of expenditures for each option using a 
timeline of 25 years, at a discount rate of 2.5% per annum.  
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FIGURE 6.2  

 

Full Service (Centralized)  

This corporate structure forms the basis from which the other alternative models have been developed, 
and will be used for comparison purposes with the other models as they are described below. The Full 
Service (Centralized) model includes a complement of 41 full-time equivalents (FTEs) from a staffing 
perspective in all the functional groups: Administration, Corporate Services, Communications, 
Operations, and Engineering. Total costs under this alternative are $4.5 million, with salaries and 
benefits accounting for $3.6 million or 81% of the total reported costs.  

Full Service (De-Centralized)  

This corporate structure is similar to the centralized alternative referenced in Section 6.2.1 above. Total 
costs for this alternative are $4.5 million and compared to the Full Service (Centralized) model, a slight 
reduction of $4.2 thousand. Under this alternative the total number of FTEs decreases to 39 from the 41 
reported under the centralized model, which is directly related to the elimination of 2 Operator 
positions. Although there is a net reduction in the number of FTEs, salaries and benefits experience a 
small increase of $18.0 thousand compared to the centralized model due to the transition of one 
Operator from each of the five operational hubs into the role of Supervisor. These changes also had a 
ripple effect among other expenditures. Salaries and benefits account for $3.6 million or 81% of the 
total costs reported.  

Full Outsource  

Total costs for this alternative are $1.8 million and compared to the Full Service (Centralized) model, a 
difference of $2.6 million. The main driver for this reduction is directly related to salary and benefits, 
where there is a decrease of $2.6 million compared to the Full Service (Centralized) model. Under this 
alternative the total number of FTEs is reduced from 41 reported in the centralized model to 13, with 
reductions in various functional groups as follows:  

Corporate

Administration Services Communications Operations Engineering Total

Pro-forma Expenditures - Option #1
   ( Full Service - Centralized )

Expenditures $1,119,183 $823,918 $270,630 $1,732,032 $517,204 $4,462,967

Net Present Value (25 years @ 2.5% discount rate) $99,950,000

Pro-forma Expenditures - Option #2
   ( Full Service - Decentralized )

Expenditures $1,096,915 $823,918 $270,630 $1,750,074 $517,204 $4,458,741

Net Present Value (25 years @ 2.5% discount rate) $99,757,000

Pro-forma Expenditures - Option #3
   ( Full Outsource )

Expenditures $742,153 $366,854 $198,462 $0 $529,232 $1,836,701

Net Present Value (25 years @ 2.5% discount rate) $40,197,000

Pro-forma Expenditures - Option #4
   ( Technical Services Support )

Expenditures $1,001,782 $823,918 $270,630 $1,160,702 $517,204 $3,774,236

Net Present Value (25 years @ 2.5% discount rate) $84,191,000

Water Authority Cost Summaries - Year 1
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Corporate Services - roles eliminated in this group include the Controller, the Safety Coordinator, and 
the Supervisors of Human Resources and Information Services, for a total reduction of 4 FTEs.  

Operations - the functional group of Operations appearing in the centralized model was dissolved into a 
group called Operations and Engineering. As a result of outsourcing in the areas of Operations and 
Engineering, the number of FTEs were reduced from 28 to 5, a difference of 23 FTEs in total, consisting 
of:  

 Manager, Operations  

 Administrative Assistant  

 Superintendent, Operations  

 2 Technical Service Technicians  

 16 Operators  

 Operations Engineer, and  

 Asset Management Technician.  

Communications - eliminated in this group is an Administrative Assistant.  

Again these changes had a ripple effect among other expenditures. Salaries and benefits account for 
$1.4 million or 74% of the total costs reported.  

Technical Services Support  

Total costs for this alternative are $3.8 million and compared to the Full Service (Centralized) model, a 
reduction of $0.7 million. This reduction relates to salaries and benefits affecting Operations, with the 
elimination of one Superintendent along with 7 Operator positions for a total net reduction of 8 FTEs 
compared to the centralized model, moving from 41 to 33 FTEs. Reductions in the number of FTEs 
resulted in corresponding decreases in other expenditures. Salaries and benefits account for $3.0 million 
or 81% of the total costs reported.  

 

6.3  Summary 
 
Section 5 provides the functional description and analysis of the four candidate organizational structures 
for the AFNWA. The above portion of section 6 provides a costing analysis of the same four models. This 
Summary provides a factual overview of the costs and benefits of each model with a focus on the overall 
efficiency and effectiveness of the organizational structure to meet the needs of the individual 
community water and wastewater systems. 
 
The Full Service Centralized (FSC) model is primarily characterized by the efficiency of aggregating the 
core of four functional groups under one head office format. Thus, this model has the lowest cost of the 
two full service/full ownership models. However, with this centralized cost efficiency does create 
significant ineffectiveness with service delivery. The supervision of operational staff would be managed 
from the central office increasing response time and reducing the level of community engagement. 
 
The Full Service Decentralized (FSD) model is characterized by the location of regional operational hubs 
positioned for focused response to a cluster of communities within a close geographic proximity. This 
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model has similar costs compared to the FSC. However, the decentralized structure provides the 
opportunity for faster response times and improved community engagement and a more personized 
service delivery. The shorter response time and community relationship focus are considered a best 
practice based on the survey conducted as part of this project. 
 
The Full Outsource (FOS) model is characterized by a smaller flat organizational structure that is 
primarily responsible to develop and manage a series of private contracts for the ultimate service 
delivery within the communities. Based on this smaller staff size the organizational structure cost is 
significantly lower than the Full Service models. However the true full cost would need to include the 
staffing embedded in the external service contracts. The private approach has the potential to lower 
cost through competitive procurement and/or increase costs through private sector profit 
requirements. The effectiveness of the service delivery is based on contractual requirements and less on 
commitment to community relationships. Previous work and our recent outreach indicate that in-house 
staffing is considered more desirable by the First Nation communities. 
 
The Technical Services Support (TSS) model is characterized by a similar organizational structure as the 
Full Service models with the exception that the AFNWA would be a contract service provider and not 
own the community systems. This model is presented for discussion based on the prevalence of this 
model in many service delivery agencies across Canada. The model provides the opportunity to 
customize the services provided to the communities. In addition, the community would retain 
ownership of the water and wastewater systems. This may have the benefit of the community retaining 
control of the system; however, this may create liability and risk for the community that may be better 
managed in the context of a Full Service model.  With the TSS approach, levels of service between 
communities would also vary dramatically. 
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7.0   CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS  

This section is a placeholder for the final conclusions and recommendations within the Final Report that 
will presented at the July 10/17 (tentative date) workshop. 
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APPENDIX B



QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER ABOUT THE ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE

Operations Structure

• How centralized/decentralized should the structure be

• What are the lines of authority

• How is the operating unit in the community structured

• How does communication occur, internally and externally

Systems

• How are budgets set

• Where does revenue come from

• CAP X to support long term planning

• What is the nature of the planning system
• How does the accounting system work (central/decentral)

• How does information flow

People

• What are the skills, knowledge and experience of the current operators

• What new people are required

• What is the depth and education of the current operators

• What is the attitude and commitment of the current operators
• What programs are in place to support the careers of operators and continuous learning

Culture

• Are there shared values that are visible and accepted

• What are those values and how are they communicated

• What are the norms of behaviour

• What are the significant symbols and symbolic activities

• What is the prevailing management style in the communities

• How is conflict typically resolved
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Creating an Atlantic First Nations Water Authority with Culture as a Foundation:

For: James MacKinnon
Atlantic Policy Congress (APC) of First Nations Chiefs Secretariat
By: Janet Rhymes, janet.rhymes@ns.sympatico.ca
May 4, 2017



Introduction
On March 30, 2017, a gathering of Elders and knowledge keepers from First Nations communities in Atlantic Canada was held at the MilibrookCulture and Heritage Centre, Millbrook Nova Scotia.

The purpose of the engagement was to ensure Elder wisdom guides the development of a potential Atlantic First Nations Water Authority (AFNWA).

Session objectives
• State the cultural and spiritual significance of water
• Identify potential AFNWA core values and link these to potential actions
• Share the potential purpose and development to-date of a First Nations Water Authority
• Identify core elements of decision-making, communication/engagement, and an organizing structure that would respect First Nations cultureand communities
• Share next steps for AFNWA

This report is a high-level summary of what was shared by participants at this session, while honouring the complexity of the discussions. Graphic
recordings captured during the day are included and have been shared with session organizers. Consultant observations are clearly noted by italics.

1 Cultural and spiritual significance of water, including potential values to guide the work of a First Nations
water authority
Water has been central to community and family activities such as transportation, carrying water and cleaning with water.

Potential value: Quality and safety (health, healing)

Clean water is needed to make Grandmother’s medicines.

Clean water is linked to good health.

A child is carried in water. The water comes before the child is born.

Water as healer.



Water quality is important. Technology can be used to remediate water and clean it.

There is a set volume of water on earth, thus maintaining the quality of water is important. We need access to clean water.

We will not compromise quality. Science won’t save us.

We have had to fight to get access to clean water to sustain our people.

Quality standards for us need to be higher than the Canadian average.

Potential value: Protection (sacred, healing, source of life, stewardship, climate change)

Water is sacred: we all came from water and it is the source of life for all living things.

Water is alive: it is both physical and also spiritual.

Water is used in ceremony. There are ceremonies for the water spirit. There are ceremonies using water to take your troubles away. Offerings can
be made into water. Water can take life and it can save life.

A child is carried in water. The water comes before the child is born.

Singing and ceremony help us appreciate water. Anything to do with water, you really feel it. The whales heard our drum vibrations and our songs.

Lennox Island is situated in a sacred bay. The community is under a real threat of sea level rise by 206 within our lifetime. Protection of our people
from water level rise is important.

We need to protect community water and the environment to our own standards.

Potential value: Right to water (advocacy, protector, stewardship, security, sovereignty)

The right to water must be considered. Control of water: how it is used and shared for future generations is important.

We need to protect community water and the environment to our own standards. This is wider than just community. We have rights and obligations
with respect to water. We need to get it right. This is an area for self-determination.

Nature has rights and humans have responsibilities. Stewarding the health of Mother Nature is a responsibility.



Look at developing reconciliation plans.

This may have to be political. Take the principles and put these into a legal entity. This definitely will require an advocacy role.

Consultant note: See, for example, a 2012 Waitangi Tribunal ruling that Mãori have rights and interests in water and these rights were to be
protected by the treaty with the expectation that the waters would be shared with incoming settlers.

See also UNDRIP (below)

Article 25: Indigenous peoples have the right to maintain and strengthen their distinctive spiritual relationship with their traditionally
owned or otherwise occupied and used lands, territories, waters and coastal seas and other resources and to uphold their
responsibilities to future generations in this regard.

Article 32 (2): States shall consult and cooperate in good faith with the indigenous peoples concerned through their own representative
institutions in order to obtain their free and informed consent prior to the approval of any project affecting their lands or territories and other
resources, particularly in connection with the development, utilization or exploitation of mineral, water or other resources.

Source: United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples (UNDRIP)
http://www.un.org/esa/socdevfunpfii/documents/DRIPS_en.pdf

Potential value (and perhaps fundamental concept and approach): Two-eyed seeing (innovation)

We need to integrate Indigenous knowledge and Western science. This will help us undo some of the harm that has been created.

Two-eyed seeing helps us reconcile quality, science, taste, youth in science, culture. We can demonstrate this.

Potential value: Learning and education (water teachings, sacred nature of water, youth in water-based science programs)

We have to restore our relationship between communities and water.

We need to reconnect people [to the source of water and importance of it]. They have a lack of trust in water.



Potential value: Community-focused and responsive

• . . responsive to needs at the community level.

Potential value: Inclusive and wholistic (communities, ecosystem, determinants of health)

We need to consider the forests, bogs, air and animals as well as people.

Water: main veins of water under the earth. We had to draw the map to the source.

Water is linked to health, environment, education, social, cultural. We need a full community assessment of water, considering culture, health,
social, environment, economic.

Water must be looked at in a wholistic and inclusive way. It is connected to the ecosystems of the forest, air and soil, as well as people and
communities.

Potential value: Collectivism

We have the best interest of the whole in mind: community and environment

Together we can create stories, and this is a win-win.

We will share in the benefit, determine our own path and maximize our resources.





2. Core elements: decision-making, communication/engagement, and organizing structure
Take a staged, planned approach, demonstrating two-eyed seeing

Build this in controlled phases.. .a series of steps, like a pilot. Fine tune it as you go. Demonstrate two-eyed seeing.

Create a plan. Have a vision and mission. Communicate these.

Sustain it. Build it for the long-term.

Governance

Work for the best interest of the community and the whole. United we stand, divided we fall.

Be flexible with incorporation.

Consider an Elder council. Consider a user-directed approach.

Select a few members. You need the right leaders. Build a matrix of needed skills. Make sure they are respected and well-grounded on the
principles of two-eyed seeing. People need to feel confident that those in charge are capable and credible.

Support them to function as a unit. They need to be strong visionaries and think in the long-term. Use consensus decision-making. Be principles-
based. Aim for transparency and accountability. You will need to do a lot of work with the board to overcome ‘conqueror’s mentality’.

Look at the Ulnooweg board as an example.

Ulnooweg has been providing loans and business services to Aboriginal entrepreneurs in Atlantic Canada since 1986. See:
http://www. ulnooweg. ca

Communication and engagement

Currently when things go wrong, the urge is to fire the worker. You will need to build community-buy in for a new approach. Chiefs need a place to
go if they have issues.

Manage the perception of community members. Aim for credibility and trust.

Make it user-friendly. Communicate the ‘how.’ Keep people informed: process, who is involved, regular updates. Share the benefits to communities.

Educate and involve youth.
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Appendix 1: Participant Agenda
Location: Millbrook Cultural and Heritage Centre Date/Time: May 1, 9:30 — 3:30

09:30 — 09:45

09:45 — 10:30

10:30 — 10:45

10:45 — 12:15

12:15 —1:00

01:00- 02:25

02:25—02:40

02:40 — 03:30

Opening prayer

Welcome and session purpose

Agenda overview and introductions

Cultural and spiritual significance of water: What do we value most deeply about water when considering our culture, our
families and our communities?

BREAK

Continued discussion

LUNCH

Potential purpose and development of an AFNWA, APC

Q/A

Review of potential values shared

Discussion:

Decision-making: What is most important to consider regarding leadership and decision-making in a potential AFNWA?

Organizing structure: How can we structure an AFNWA so it is BY and FOR First Nations across the region?

Communication/engagement: Who needs to know what as this work moves forward?

BREAK

Final thoughts and advice

Next steps and closing prayer
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ATLANTiC PolicY CONGRESS
OF FIRST NATIONS CHIEFS SECRETARIAT

0930 0945 m Welcoming Remarks and Opening Prayer
. am a

Agenda Overview and Introductions

09:45 am — 10:15 am Cultural and spiritual significance, Albert Marshall Sr

Presentation First Nation Water Authority: Purpose,
10:15 am — 11:00 am History and Next Steps, James MacKinnon

Ulnooweg Update, Todd Hoskin
11:00 am -11:15 am Break

11:15 am — 12:30 pm Presentation of Organizational Structure, Carl Yates

12:3Opm—1:l5pm Lunch

115 pm —315 pm Discussion and engagement about Organizational
.

Structures
3:15 pm — 3:30 pm Break
3:30 pm —4:1 5pm Review and Reflect

4:15pm — 4:30 Next Steps

4:30 pm Closing prayer

153 Willowdale Dr. I Dartmouth, NS I 82V0A5
Toll Free: 1 877 667-4007 I Phone: 1 902 435-8021 I Fax: 1 902 435-8027

www.apcfnc.ca

Agenda
Atlantic First Nations Water Authority

Wednesday, May 24th, 2017
09:30 am — 4:30 pm

Atlantica Hotel, Commons Room
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Corporate Structuring for Atlantic First Nations Water Authority

First Nations Chiefs/Mayor Savage Meeting [April 27, 2017]

In Attendance:

Nova Scotia Chiefs

Chief Andrea Paul, Pictou Landing

Chief Deb Robinson, Acadia

Chief Wilbert Marshall, Potlotek

Chief Michael Sack, Shubenacadie

Chief Leroy Denny, Eskasoni

Brian Dory, Proxy for Chief Sidney Peters, Glooscap

New Brunswick Chiefs

Chief Shelley Sabattis, Oromocto

Prince Edward Island Chief

Chief Matilda Ramjattan, Lennox Island

Halifax Regional Municipality [HRM1

Mayor Mike Savage

Councillor Russell Walker, Vice Chair of Halifax Water

Also in attendance: John Paul, Executive Director of APC; James MacKinnon, Policy Analyst, APC;

Matthew Lees, APC; Dr. Graham Gagnon, Dalhousie University; Rod Burgar, Principal, Accelerator Inc.;
Carl Yates, General Manager, Halifax Water

After an informal meet and greet over lunch, Mr. Yates provided an overview on Halifax Water

governance with the aid of a presentation [copy attached]. The presentation provided a history of
Halifax Water, its relationship with regulators, its approach to sustainability, an overview of rate
structures and an overview on the relationship with HRM [the shareholder of Halifax Water]. Key
themes and concerns expressed by the Chiefs, Mayor Savage and Councillor Walker included:

- The critical nature of water and wastewater services to support public health, economic

development and protection of the environment; communities cannot thrive without it



- The importance of a professionally managed utility with a business approach and service culture
with abilities to respond to emergencies

- A recognition that elected officials have to wear a different hat when serving as Utility Board
members; decisions based on the best interests of the utility and its customers above specific
constituents concerns

- A recognition that water meters are necessary for utilities to manage the distribution system. It
is important to monitor customer usage to minimize leakage which if left unchecked, would
increase costs and jeopardize service to all customers. A discussion ensued where First Nation
representatives recognized that meters could also play a role in collecting some revenue some
communities are paying for the service now

- In addition to an understanding that a First Nations Water Authority would need to be
accountable to a regulator for the quality of drinking water and wastewater effluent, there was
discussion on the potential for a regulator to monitor the business aspects of a utility

Subsequent to the meeting, many participants took a tour of the Lake Major water supply plant with HW
Supervisor, Cohn Waddell. Key points of interest during the tour included:

- The capability of operators to monitor the entire treatment process in real time through the
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System [SCADA]

- A recognition that the plant was very automated and did not require a large workforce to
operate

- The importance of operator certification, and ongoing training and development of operators to
ensure trust and accountability

- The complexity and critical nature of investments to maintain infrastructure in a state of good
repair

- The challenges of treating manganese and how to handle process residuals in an
environmentally sustainable way.
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tJcJ- HalifaxI I Water
Governance Overview

First ations Chiefs Meeting
April27, 2017

Carl Yates, M.A.Sc., P.Eng
General Manager

Pro’ ility and
Valt 70 Years



• Halifax Water was originally formed as
the Public Service Commission of Halifax
in 1945 [water system in rough shape;
leakage and fire fighting capability of
biggest concern].

• MunicipalAmalgamation in 1996
merged three water utilities to form
Halifax Regional Water Commission
[leakage and water quality concerns in
Dartmouth].

• In 2007, Halifax Regional Municipality transferred its wastewater
and stormwater assets to HRWC [recognition that wastewater
system in rough shape; underfunded and out of compliance with
regulations].

L www. hal ifaxwate r. c a 2 t1({ HaI1fX
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Governance at Halifax Water - A Refresh

The 2007 merger to create a regulated and integrated
water, wastewater and stormwater utility was centered
on four main themes:

• Governance

• Asset Management

• Environmental Compliance

• Sustainable Funding

• The last three themes don’t get addressed properly
unless you get first things first [governance].

[ www.halifaxwater.ca 3__1 tJc1J Halifax
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• NOVA SCOTIA
ENVIRONMENT

• REGULATES WATER & WASTEWATER
QUALITY ISSUES

• NOVA SCOTIA UTILITY
AND REVIEW BOARD

• REGULATES RATES and BUSINESS
ACT IVIT JES

[ wwwhalifaxwater.ca 4 1 Halifax
I I Water



• Operates in accordance with an Act of Provincial
Legislature with rates, rules and regulations approved
by the Nova Scotia Utility and Review Board [NSUARB].

• Operates like a business - governed by Board of
Directors consisting of 4 Council members, 3
citizens and HRM CAO (non-voting member).
Regional Municipality is sole shareholder.

• Self financed utility; capital and operating budgets are
funded directly from user fees and fire protection
revenue.

www.halifaxwater.ca 5 1 Halifax
It Water

lifax Water; the Basics

private
Halifax



iifax Water Organizational Chart

_

1OVA SCOTIA UTILITY &
REVIEW BOARD

I
BcARP0F

tOMMISSIONE RS

I
GENERALMANAGER

Carl Yates

RECTOROF
CORPORATE SERVICES

Cathie O’Toole

DIRECTOROF
JLATORY SERVICES•
Kenda Mackenzie

L
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J
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L1STQRQF 4 DIRECTOR OFENGINEERING
- WASTEWATER && INFORMATION

- STORMWATER SERVICESSERVICES
- Susheel AroraJam!eHannam

____

:1
I DIRECTOR OF

WATER SERVICES
Reid Campbell

I

MAN RESOURCESII
1. MANAGER

L Rochelle Bellemare



• 2 large water treatment plants
• 7 large wastewater treatment plants
• 14 community plants (small systems)
• 22 water and 173 wastewater pump stations
• 18 water reservoirs
• 1,560 km of water mains
• 2,400 km wastewater and stormwater mains
• 8,200 fire hydrants
• 24 CSOs [Halifax Harbour]
• 21,000 culverts
• Serves a population of 360,000
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Fall lver

Atlantic
Ocean

4
11

Systems Outside M units
- Collins Park Water System
- Midde Mmqdoit Water & Wastewater
- Wellington Subdivision Wastewater System
• Airpothkerotech Water & Wastewater

Bomont Water System

Five Island Lake
Water Systems

Water & Wastewater Service Districts
and Supporting Infrastructure

Water Service District

Wastewater Service District

Common District

Wastewater Treatment

Primary Wastewater Pumping Station •

— Wastewater Trunk System

Water Tfreatment

Water Reservoir

— Water Distribution System

* Operations Depot



• Operational and asset management synergies with
combined utility.

• “Source to receiving waters” management of HRM’s
water resources, fostering environmental sustainability
and innovation.

• Regaining compliance with environmental regulations,
ensuring long term protection of public health and the
environment.

• Financial predictability enabling better long term
investment decisions.

Lwww.halifaxwater.ca 9 ] tiL{aIitaX
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• HW Board directs General
objectives, consistent with 5 Year Business Plan and
Annual Budgets.

• GM directs Executive Team in execution of strategic
objectives.

• Executive Team directs staff in tactics in support of
strategic objectives.

www.ha!ifaxwater.ca
•

•.• •.: • ••• •
• .• ••
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• Halifax Water Board approves Integrated Resource
Plan [30 Year Plan] and 5 Year Business Plan

• Board approves annual business plan [capital and
operating budgets]

• Board approves all capital projects >$250,000

• Board approves rates, rules and regulations for
submission to NS Utility and Review Board

[wwwhaIifaxwater.ca 11 ] Halifax
I I Water

•Governance in Operation



Board approves high level policies such as:

Board and Staff Compensation

Procurement

• Conflict of Interest

• Travel and Expenses

Environmental Stewardship

I www.halifaxwater.ca 12 Halifax
I I Water

vernanà in Operation



Governance in Operation

-

• The Board directs the organization at a high level;
approves strategy, business plans and budgets.

• The General Manager directs staff to execute strategic
objectives consistent with budgets and business plans.

• The General Manager is responsible for day to day
operation.

• The Board does not direct staff; the Board directs the
General Manager.

I wwwhalifaxwater.ca 13] lCl’ Halifaxj I Water



Risk Management— Board Due Diligence

• Meets on a regular, scheduled basis [quarterly]

• Monitors financial performance thorough formal
reporting

• Monitors water quality and environmental compliance on
a regular basis through formal reporting

• Monitors Security and Safety Programs

• In-camera segment of meetings to discuss legal, human
resource, land transactions or other sensitive issues

wwwhalifaxwaterca 14__] t1(J’F1131ifW(
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he Role of CouncilloriCommissioner

• Which hat towear?

• Councillor by day but transforms to Commissioner
when dealing with utility.

• Not all Councillors understand the separation of
responsibilities [lobby for constituency improvements!]

[_www.halifaxwater.ca 15 HalifaxI I Water



Challenges for Halifax Water:post 2007

• Meeting new federal wastewater regulations

• Aging wastewater infrastructure and insufficient
funding for asset renewal

• Lack of historical data on age, location, condition and
capacity of some wastewater and stormwater assets

• Establishing a cost of service based rate design for
wastewater and stormwater services

The NSUARB ordered some initiatives that have helped the
utility address some of these challenges [friendly orders]

www. hahfaxwater. ca 161 i’[
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of ServicelRate Design

• In 2008, NSUARB ordered Halifax Water to do a Cost
of Service Study (COSS) for wastewater and
stormwater services [services previously unregulated
under municipal government].

• Cost of Service aligns costs with those who derive the
benefits, consistent with Public Utilities Act.

• Halifax Water obtained approval of the proposed COS
Methodology from the NSUARB in 2012.

[ wivw.haIifaxwater.ca 18 ] tJI{IX



Design Principles

Revenue adequacy

2. Revenue stability

3. Rate continuity

4. Cost-based rates

5. Fairness vs. benefits

6. Defendable vs. costs

7. Fairness by class

8. Adaptable to changing
circumstances

9. Simple and acceptable

10. Understandable

11. Conservation

www.halifaxwater.ca 19 ] LjL{
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• Water rates have a base [‘fixed costs] and
consumption [‘variabIe costs] charge component

• Wastewater rates have a base [—‘fixed costs] and
discharge [“variable costs] charge component

• Stormwater rates were previously a percentage of
wastewater rates [tied to water consumption]

• Current stormwater rates are based on runoff

• The stormwater charge correlates with impervious
surface area of customer property

Lwww. haIifaxwater.ca 201 LI{
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Design for Sustainability

• Fire Protection Costs charged to Municipality and
Customers with private hydrants/sprinkler lines

• Growth pays for Growth [Capital Cost Contribution and
Regional Development Charges]

• Affordability tied to median household income;
currently less than I % with a goal to be less than 2%

• Dedicated Program for low income households; funded
from unregulated activities and employee donations —

Help to Others [H2O] program]

LIIJ-H 11rI www.halifaxwater.ca 21 1 Water



• Halifax Water must renew aging infrastructure and bring
wastewater system into compliance with new federal
regulations while keeping pace with growth in HRM.

• The Integrated Resource Plan provides a framework for
sustainable capital investment [Investment over the next
30 years in the order of $2.6 Billion-net present value].

LwwwhaIfaxwater.ca 22 1

Cost Recovery Overview

• As a regulated
and operating
Utilities Act of
principles and

utility, Halifax Water must cover its capital
costs in conformance with the Public
Nova Scotia. Must adhere to cost causation
the rule of intergenerational equity.



Growth

$598 million

Corn pliance

$595 million

Asset Renewal

$1,385 million

30-Year Net Present Value
I www.halifaxwater.ca 23 Halifax

Water

30-Year Expenditures by Driver

Total $2,578 million



Total $2,592 million

Water
15 million

Wastew
$1,860
million

30-Year NPV
L www.halifaxwater.ca 24 ] HalifaxI I Water

a-Year Expenditures by Asset System

Stormwater
$117 million



idy of:an Efficient Capital Financing
chanism[Debt Study]

• How should delivery of the IRP be funded?
What portion should be funded by debt?

• Considered best practices:
• American Waterworks Association (AWWA)
• Water Environment Federation (WEF)
• Infra Guide
• Government Finance Officers Association (GFOA)

• Interviews with Service NS and Municipal Relations,
Finance, Municipal Finance Corporation, Standard &
Poor’s

• Reviewed key assumptions with economists

HRM

L www.halifaxwater.ca 25 3 Halifax
Water
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Study Recommendations

• Maximum Debt Service Ratio of 35%

• Target Debt/Equity Ratio of 40/60%

• Asset renewal should be funded through depreciation
and grants.

• Capital expenditures for growth and regulatory
compliance should be funded through Regional
Development Charges, and Debt, respectively.

• A specific funding mix recommended, with acceptable
alternatives identified.

Lww.haIifaxwater.ca 27 1 tICl- Halifax
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iifrastructureFunding— To What Level?

The funding mix that is right for any individual
utility/municipality will depend on:

• Age and condition of assets

• Level of service

• Current level of compliance

• Future growth

• Financial position and capacity to borrow
• Affordability Capacity for corn rn unity/customers to

pay higher utility rates or taxes

• Availability of infrastructure funding by higher levels of
government

[ www.halifaxwater.ca 2J tiCi
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-essons Learned

• Think long term [your grandchildren will thank you].

• Governance is important [a regulated, corporate utility
model works well in Nova Scotia and elsewhere]. An
excellent document on governance was produced by
the Ontario Ministry of Public Infrastructure Renewal
[WaterTight].

• Doing the right thing is not always popular.

• Stormwater as a utility service is the new frontier.

[ wwwhahfaxwater.ca 29 ] 1ix
I I Water
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Do not follow where the path may lead. Go
instead where there is no path and blaze a trail.

alifax
Water

[ www.halifaxwater.ca 31]
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ACCELERATOR INC.

Corporate Structure-Atlantic First Nations Water Authority Questionnaire

1. Provide a brief overview of your organizations history and corporate structure:r••
2. In general terms, what services have you provided in support of First Nations water and wastewater

systems?

3. Do you have any current contracts with First Nations water and wastewater systems? Provide general
range of contracts and services provided if applicable:

________________-

4. If applicable, what is your corporate approach to the operation of small systems, particularly in relation
to management and operational structure:

5. What specific approaches or best practices do you utilize in the provision of service to First Nation
communities in the context of water and wastewater operations?



7. The Atlantic First Nations Water Author[ty includes a span of operation for 23 communities in NB, PEI
and NS. Do you have any advice on approach to realize an effective and efficient corporate structure for
sustainability, taking into account the unique culture of First Nation communities?

9. In your experience, describe how to best communicate with and receive input from the community on decisions
with respect to the delivery of water and wastewater services:

6. Describe any breakthroughs in relationships or innovation in relation to support or operation of water
and wastewater systems in First Nation communities:

8. Do you have any advice/insight into how to meld the corporate organization with the distinct culture of First
Nations?

10. What lessons have you learned in the support or operation of water and wastewater systems in First
Nation communities?

a

Name:

________________________

Occupation/Company:

_______________________

Submit Form
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53151 1:2% 1:3% 101% WOO 102% 103% 1:2% 102% 003% 400% 432% 001% 1:3% 103% 412% 373% 1:2% 302% 331% 302% 333% 302% 302%



• Inflation
- Discount Rate

I!Xa’]

5.4,1 P..,2 9.4,3 9.4,4 V,S P—el P_el P_el V..,t Yodel] 9.4,15 VojeU Tndel3 9,4,14 V..n14 Y..,56 Pencil V..,13 3.6,53 Yflefl V.i,fl Yodel] P.4,14 5.4,14 V..tis

sod knIt. 33632 $i7O5 $3 77t SI 055. $3 9j1. $4,011 5400 I- Skifl $4,154 $433 I $4,114, 53 SI? S44t7 $46P9 11 71] $&Il9 5*on7, $5 i47, St InlEt $S.193.lEt 55 399.11% 55.5O7. $5.6l7. 5S.726. $5 Iii

SII. $0 SO SC SO SO 0 51 50 Si 50 50 10 50 So SO 50 50 Si $1 $0 SO $1 50 51
S57, III $S9 56O, S6L. S41, SS] $66 541 566 547, S64. $40. S70. $7 I. S71. 573, $74,010 $Th- $77, $fl. 511 Sl3. Sl5. SI

$532 $545 $044 5 I5l. $ IS4. 5iS7, 5110 5 I6i 5166 5169 5 I72. 5570 5174 5:li. 5 3I7, 556 l- S19S. L39. 5113,lED $1O7. 51 LI. 51lS $214 5120 $227

ltd De-e’,pfrel SO 551 564 $65. $65. S57. S54 $60 57O 571 572, 571 S74. 375. 57 ‘, $70. S4l. Sl3. 533 5l7 Sl9. 59I S90. 54S. S’7.

wd SnIped .r.sn S II SI’ 553 S l4- S L4 513 5l3 S I3 $13 511 $fl SI] 513 fl3. 5 I4.fl 513.100 513, S1i. SI] $l3. S L4. 5l3, Sfl. S ll, $ I]

p 519, 553 5 l3 $ l3 S l9- 510, 513, 51I $19 $13 $i9, SI] $19 S 59 S I9 513- Si,. S:,. Si’ $i0 S I3. $19 $i9. S I’ $10

$:0, $10 550 $50 5I0- 51o $:o 5io 53O 513 501 55O S:0 St: 3iO $1O- Sfl S:0. $10 $10 $50 $1O 500, SI5 $10

Lbh liv 56 5:6 $56 Sb $ 53- S:6. $16. $16 S16 $16 $:6 S16. $6, 5 I6 $ 56, 516 $16, 5 l6 556 $16 556 $16. $ I6. S16. 51€
P6567. $Ii, $20. S1O 510 $2O. Sl0. S15. S20. $20 S1O. $21. 5IO, $20. SIi. S20 $2O, S2:. S12. S1O $10 S10. 52P $2i, 51C, $1O

n.j c.IIsl.r phone 543,000 536, 537. S3I, S39. S40. S4l. 532. $41 $44. 545.100 S44. S4,. 545.000 $13100 S5o, $51100 S51. S33. $54. S33. S56. S 57. 556.100 S63.
5532 $13500 510100 $141. $113. $147.00 $050.00 5153,00 5166.00 $153 00 5161,00 5165.00 $060.00 5170.00 $574.00 $177.00 5131,00 5155.00 $503.00 $103 00 5537.00 $20100 5105.00 5250000 521000

leg 515.00 513.00 511.00 511,00 511.00 511.00 511,00 511.000 511.00 511.00 $11 00 511.00 510.00 320.000 521.100 51L00 520.00 51 L00 $11,010 521.00 311.00 521.00 $11.00 511,00 511.00
.rgn, and moe,ent $11 00 552,00 513.00 532,00 511,00 511,00 511.00 512.00 512.00 51100 512.00 312,00 51100 351-00 51100 51100 502.00 511.00 55200 512,00 $12.00 $12.00 S 11.00 SIIMOO 502.00

I ,rdc.o Coe.itpc-Er,.woeer.,c: $40 00 51900 54000 541100 54100 54300 54400 54500 54600 54700 54300 54300 $5000 55100 $1100 553 00 554,00 536.010 556.00 55700 550 11X $5300 561.00 562.00 512,00

eden and peonqe 524 00 516,00 524.00 524,00 524,00 514,00 514.00 514.100 S2400 $2300 $2600 $24.00 514,00 014.00 624,00 $11 00 524,00 $14.00 $1300 $14 00 51300 514.00 514.00 514,00 514.00

52O00 500,00 53100 522,00 520.00 511.00 521.00 510,00 510,00 520,00 52100 520.00 522.00 513.00 530.100 520,00 $li.00 511.00 520.00 520.00 51000 521.00 513.00 $1100 $20.00
0.6ooth ‘1 An41 537.00 530.00 53900 540,100 541.00 541.00 54300 544,00 545.00 544.00 54700 54400 549,00 550.00 553,00 55200 553.00 554.00 $55.00 555.00 557.00 553.00 559.00 560.00 561.00

540.00 543,00 545,00 545,00 547,00 $43.00 549.00 550,00 $51.00 $5100 $63.00 554,00 555,00 553,00 557.00 554 00 $59,100 $60.00 $6500 $6100 563.00 544,00 565,00 516,00 367,00
Si 50 50 50 $0 51 50 50 5: 50 Si SO 50 $7 $1 $0 50 50 50 50 52 50 50 51 50

nqscne4 51200 511.00 531.00 51200 52100 52100 51100 $fl.00 51200 52100 $21 00 521.00 511.00 511.00 511.00 512,00 522.00 511.00 51100 522 00 51100 521.00 511.00 512.00 $11.00
.ne1 513,00 513,00 553,00 553 00 $13.00 $53.00 $51.00 $11.00 $13.00 5:00 513 00 533,00 553,00 554 00 513,00 51300 513.00 $13.00 S 13.00 513,00 514,00 $13.00 $53.00 5:1 00 554,00

54.46300 53,430.00 6454300 5662700 56.206,00 S&w.00 54.33900 533L00 Ss],00 55.336,00 51.534,00 55.536,00 S5.a00 55.593,00 55.203,00 55,633,00 59,974,00 S&51000 56,016.00 56,176.00 $6,301.00 56.521,00 56,640.00 54,206,00 56,47.00

310% 102% 102% 112% 101% 110% 501% 102% 521% 301% 501% 101% 103% 501% 010% 102% 51274 :21% 521% 21% 502% 10175 101% 302%



- Inflation
- Discount Rate

I 2%]

7..,t Y..,1 0.8,1 700,4 had 7..,, 7..,4 3.4,87.., 108,00518.., 52 0.8,10 7’i’14 7..816 9•., 14 7.5853 Ysirl8 Yii’18 Ts•r20 0.n21 14.822 144’21 ‘.4,34 7.4,21

*8,4 6t,.tfl 51,305,0w 51,342,0w 803200w 51.430.2w 55.477,0w 51.107.0w 50.137,2w 51,108.0w 51,101,2w 58,621,0w 51.644.0w 51.817.0w 51.711,0w 51.700,0w 51,808.0w 11,837.0w 51.474.0w 51.311.0w 50.448,0w 51,988,0w 52,038,0w 52.009,0w 52,1100w 52,152,0w 52.135,0w

tI.mIo,,.P.rI.,. 574.0w 50 50 50 So 50 50 50 50 52 50 50 so So So 52 so 50 So 50 50 50 53 50 50

528,000 510.070 531,2w 1320(0 033000 504,0w 531,070 538,000 5172w 520.0w 518,000 500,0(0 541,0w 542,0(0 543,0(0 533.0(0 530.000 548,0w 547.0w 5450(0 549,0w 500.300 531.0(0 510.000 518,0w

‘lit 550.0w 517.0w 550.0w 518.0w 510.000 501.000 512.0w 513.0w 554,2(0 501.300 140,000 067,000 568,0w 568,0(0 5700w 571.000 502 Ow 373,070 574,0w 571,0(0 5’o,ow 5790w 511.000 513000 500,000

.774 leoeIopt,..nt 528,0w 527.0w 508,0w 521,0(0 530.0w S 100w 522.070 533,0(0 534,0w 531,000 510.000 5170w 538,000 539,000 5400w 14 tOw $33000 5430w 5440w 5400w 5460w 547.070 53i0w 5490w 510,0w

I sod 0178471.Iet%ioes 51.000 51,700 51,700 51,000 510w 51,700 S1.wo 50,wo 50,xo 50.wo 55,wO 55.0w 51,700 51,wO 51(00 S1.wo 55.0w 51,700 51,0w S1,wo 51.0w 51.000 51.702 53.000 55.wo

10 57,0w 57.700 57,700 57.wo 57.0w 57,700 57,700 57(00 57,700 57,000 57,wO 57.0w 57(00 57.700 5,,wo 57,wO 57(00 57,wt 57,wl 57,wo 57,wO 57,700 87,703 5’,wo 57.wo

54.700 54,700 5d.wO 54700 54.0w 54.wo Sd.wo 54,wl 54.700 54.704 • 04000 540w 54(00 54.wo 54,w0 54.000 54700 04.700 54.wo 04(02 54,0w 5d.wo 53.703 54,000 54.0w

LlabiiOy 5150w 518,0w 518,0w 516.000 06.000 516.000 510,070 511,0w 510.0w 510,000 010,0w 511.0w 516,000 516.0w 516,0w 516,0w 510.3w 510,000 500.0w 506.0w 506,0w 510,0w 580.070 500.0w 500.0w

51.0w 51700 5i.wo Ss.wo 5o.wo 5o,wo Stwo So,wo S 1,000 51.700 51.0w 51,0w 51.wo S’.wo 50(00 50,000 51020 s’.wo 5o,wo so,wo 51,0w So.wo 51.0w 51,0w two

wliub, p40,, 512,000 512,070 512,0w 502.0w 02.0w 502,0w 512,0(0 5110w 502,0w 512.0w 512,0w 5120w 5120w 5120w 512.0w 5120w 512.000 5120w 5120w 5120w 512.0w 512.0w 512.0w 502.0w 512.0w

east 57.0w 57.700 57.wO 57.wo 57.0w 57.700 57(00 5,,wo 57.700 57(00 57.0w 57,0w 57(00 57,000 57,000 57,000 57,000 57,0w 57,wo 57,0w 57,0w 57(00 57,0w 57,0w 57,0w

log 521,0w 521070 521,0w 520,0w 520,0(0 520,0w 520,0w 520.0w 521,0w 520,0w 521,0(0 521,0(0 521,0w 521,0w 520,070 521.0w 521,0(0 520,0w 521,0w 521,0w 521,0w 520,0w 521,0(0 521,000 521,0(0

.‘g.,s”d i,t.,,08 512,0(0 552,0w 512,0w 512,000 512,0(0 512,070 512,0w 512,0(0 512,0w 512,0w 512,0(0 512.0w 512,0w 512,0w 512,070 512,0w 512,0w 512,0w 512,0(0 512,0(0 502,0(0 512,0w 512,0w 502.0(0 512.0w

temloet lottiult In0’SnIIt..erl,sl 538,0w 5100w 5400w 541,0w 5410(0 543000 5440w 5410(0 540.0w 547,0w 5480w 540u0w 510,0w 551,0w 512,0(0 553,0w 5040w 511,0w 516,0(0 517,000 550,000 518,0w 500,0(0 511,0(0 512,0w

uppilti and 608088e 58,0w 58,700 58,700 58,700 58,0w 51,wo 58,0w 58,0w Sowo 58,0w 58.0w 58,0w 58,700 58,wO 58.700 58,wo 58,0w 58,700 58,0w 58,700 58.0w 58,0w 58.0w 54,0w 58,0w

737815.0400.8

Audit 520,0w 510,070 520,0w 510,0w 500,0w 520,0(0 520,0w 520,0w 520,0w 520,0w 5200w 520,0w 520,0w 520,0w 520,070 520,0w 520.0(0 520,0w 520,0(0 520,0(0 520.0(0 520,0w 520,0(0 520,0w 520,0w

nns.lting 104,77111 517,0w 518,0(0 538,0w 540,0(0 041,0w 542,0w 543,0w 534,0w 545,0w 546,0w 040,0w 538,0w 540,0w 510,0w 510,0w 500,0w 513,0(0 514,0w 511,0w 510,0w 517,070 518,0w 518,0(0 560,070 561,0(0

L..i 587,0w 549,0w 591,0w 581,0w 531.0(0 507,0w 5850w 5101,0w 5003.0w 5101,0w 5,07,0w 5003,0w 5011,0w 5113,0w 5111,0w 5117,0w 5113,0w 5120,0w 5123,0w 5121,0w 5128,2w 5031,0w 51340w 5017,0w 5140,0w

50 50 50 50 So 50 50 50 52 55 50 50 52 50 so 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50 50

4,4 m.i.t., 8108.tqolp.r,I 57,0w 57,700 57,700 57,0w 57,0w 57,700 57,0w 57,0w 57,wo 57(00 57,0w 57,0w 57,700 57,700 57,wO 57,w2 57.0w 57,0w 57,0w 57,wI 57,0w 57(00 57,0w 57.0w 57,0w

•8 7.06.5 54,0w 54,700 54,0w So.wo 54.0w 50,700 54,700 54,wo 54.700 54,700 54,0w 54,0w 54,wo 54,000 54,wo 54.000 54.0w 54,wo 54,000 54,w0 54,0w 54.wl 54,0w 54.0w 53,0w

$1,881,100 55.788,8(0 $1,082,100 00,0*3,000 82,681,800 51308,0(0 51.876.0(0 52,114.700 52,012,870 10.180,1(0 50,080,090 50.870.000 12,252,0(0 50.234,0(0 50.288,0(0 50.188,1(0 50.888,000 50.417,700 51,402.000 52,118.0(0 50.107.880 50,607,8(0 50.117,000 58,708,000 $8,770,100

38% 002% 102% 170% 102% 102% 102% 102% 502% 101% 580% 502% 102% 102% 082% 002% 0(0% 003% 002% 103% 0024. 002% 002% 022%



2.3% Inflation

2.5% - Discount Rate

I__

Y..,1 Voani 0.6,1 bIll ball Y..,6 9.a,7 V.a’S 5a.r9 b..,10n..n II 9.3,12 9.1613 Ysol4 p..,11 0.6,56 0aa 179q II 9•ol’ Y.atOl Vaat 36 3.3, 22 964,46 Y.u04 9.6,11

5.1a31.,an I 5.003133 53l43 $3,I04, 53,l55. 03323 $3274 5 3.J60, $3427 53,496, 53,566 5j657, $371o S3.l64, $3,665 $3,337, $4,0l6 $4.596. $4.1 03 34,261. $4,347, 54,454, $4.323, 54.613 14.705, 54,799, $4,491,

21n363660’0l66l’001I0a $91,002 $0 50 $0 50 50 $0 50 $0 So So $0 SO $0 SO 50 53 $0 53 50 00 $0 So $0 $5

530,002 531,002 013.002 553.002 354,002 005.002 $56,081 $57,002 $96,002 $39000 560.002 $61, 562,002 563,002 504.002 565.002 566.002 $67,000 556,002 559.002 $70,002 573,000 573.081 $73,000 S74,

910.1.300 5I33, $l24, 3 l3l 5l39, $l32- $I35, $333, $34l, $ l43 $147, $l5o, $l53, $l55, $l$9, $l62, S l55, $56I. S17l. $I74, S l7l, Sl6I. $IS5. 1 l61, S l33. $191,

T,aInh,g and 0.,..Ivp.n.oI 551,002 556,002 $57,000 $56,002 5591002 $60,002 560,081 562.002 563,002 164.002 565.000 5t0, 567,002 $66081 $63i002 570,002 571,002 $72,002 573.002 574,081 575,000 177,000 373.007 $31,002 S33,
31.601,5 and lanlocrIal.6510.i 511,002 511.002 $11002 $33,002 3 oo,o 511,000 5oi,o S 11,000 511,000 $11 000 553.000 $11,002 $11,002 $11,002 511,002 $11,081 II 1.002 511,081 Sll, 511,002 $11,002 511.002 511.002 $11,002 Sl0.

lIeolrIdty $01,002 $11,081 506,081 $16,002 519.002 506,081 516,002 516,0(8 $16,002 $16A00 506.000 Sl6. $16002 $16,002 $16002 116.002 511,002 $16,002 $11,002 $06,081 506.000 516.002 359.081 $16,081 $16.

H,inIn I $5, $9, $n,soo 19, $t814 $9,020 59, $9,020 511810 59.020 59,810 $3i020 S9020 531020 531810 $4. 59.000 59,020 $51020 $9,000 19.810 59.020 09.810 59i020 55,000

LIablillo 514002 511,000 $06,081 $36300 516,002 506,081 506.002 516,002 519,081 5I6, 516,002 516.002 $16,002 $16002 $36002 516,002 536,002 $16,081 $14,002 $06,081 506.000 516,000 319.002 $16002 $16,

V.lIoI. 514,002 514,081 $04,002 $l4 $14,000 $04,002 $14,081 534,002 504.081 534.000 304,081 $14, $34,000 $14,002 $34,002 514,081 534002 $14081 514,002 $04,002 $04,002 $14,002 514.002 $l4, 5I4,

T.I.ph 099/ 0.13,3., 50309 $30,002 $30,002 $32,002 $33,000 $34,000 535,081 536,081 537,002 536,000 539,500 540,002 541, $41,000 $43,081 544.002 545,000 $46,000 $47002 S491 549,081 550.081 551,000 551,081 $53,081 $54,081

4.hIcIv In,. $92,002 $94,000 $96,000 $9l, $ I02, $ 002, $304,002 $l06, 5ios. $1l0, $Il2, $l04. $ll6, 51l5. $020. $ I22, $l24, S126, $l29, Sl33, $ l35, 5l36, I l4l, $044, $047,

Ado.nIsIn 510,002 510,081 $00,000 $10,000 510,002 $00,102 $10,081 $30002 500,002 510000 513,000 $lO, $11,002 $10,002 $lO, $10,002 sio,ox $io.ox Soo. 510,002 510.002 510.000 510.081 530002 51O,

6.00 ‘hinges and lnt.,.sl $3020 53 53.020 53,000 53.810 53,020 $8,xo 5s,xo $6. $6,020 $3,000 $6,020 $6,020 $5,810 $6,020 58.810 53.000 $3. $91000 $8,810 $8,810 $3,020 $4,020 56000 58.000

0491,6013.09502, oiWIIn5-tngIn..,IngI $34,000 $39,081 $40,002 540,000 $42,002 $43,002 544,002 543,000 544,002 $47,302 $44,002 $43i 550.002 $51,002 $52,000 $13,002 $34,002 $55,302 553 557,000 $53,002 519,002 560,081 563.002 562,

099o. ‘uppil., and 7063.5. 520000 520.081 $20,002 $20002 $20,002 $20,002 520002 $20,000 $30,002 520.000 500.000 $20, $30,002 $20,002 $20, 520.081 520.000 $20,002 S20. 520.000 $20,000 $30,002 500,000 $20,002 520,

PrsV.ialunai stoic’s

AudI $00,002 $20,002 $20,081 030,002 $30,000 $20,002 500,081 520,000 520.002 520.002 620,002 $30,002 530.002 $20,002 $20,000 $30,002 500,081 500,002 52O, $30,002 $20,000 530,000 500.081 500.081 $20.

331,63100 (Adrolin) 537.002 538.002 531.081 640.000 661,081 $43,002 $43,002 544,000 $45,002 $46300 567.002 546,000 $49,002 510.002 510.000 550.030 553,500 $54,002 S15, 556,002 $57,002 $56,002 639.081 $00,181 $61,

L.(uI 565,302 566,081 567,081 $66. 569081 570081 571,000 572,000 $73,002 574302 575,002 577, $79,002 $81,002 $33,000 555.081 587.081 549.002 $91, 593.002 515,081 597.000 503.302 51oi, $003,

P,pp.nvlaun $0 $0 $0 50 50 $0 $0 50 50 50 50 50 50 $0 50 50 50 $0 $0 $3 50 50 55 50 55

0* ‘.sIIp,n,,I 519.302 519.081 $19,081 S s9. 539.081 519.002 519.081 519,002 $66,002 $ l6. 5o9.o 519.081 $19,000 $19,002 $l9, $l3. 530.002 519,002 Sl1i 501.000 509.000 509.002 509.000 $19,102 519.

V.hI0i.,ptniti 510,300 510,002 530,081 $ lO. 530.002 500.002 500.302 513,002 $10,381 530.302 500.002 510, $10,002 $33002 $30,002 $00,002 533,081 $10,002 $00,300 510,002 510,002 $30,002 500,002 $30,081 $15.

53.376.000 16756,000 13,129.102 53.500,602 $3,673,000 54.505.081 $4,103,000 $4,210,000 64.364400 54371,300 16.660,081 56.6.1.002 $4634102 54723.006 54.156002 56.636381 51.081.000 56696.066 $3,164,000 $1264002 $3,361,902 15.600,502 16.Ion, 56.736.002 66.323.000

99% 302% 100% 303% 102% 102% 102% 302% 201% 601% 230% 102% 102% 132% 362% 202% 300% 102% 100% 002% 100% 303% 200% 012%



ATLANTIC POLICY CONGRESS
CF FIRST NATIONS CHIEFS SSCRUARIAT

Corporate
5ervices Communications Operations Engineering

Contract cervices - hiring
Conferences
Office tease
Training and Development
Cleaning and janitorial services
Electricity
Heating
Insurance

Telephone/ cellular phone
Vehicle lease

Other Estimated Costs:
Advertising
Bark charges and interest
Contract terces (Connullin - Engineeringi
Office supplies and postage
Professional Services

Properly taxes
Repairs and maintenance - equipment
Vehicle expenses

15% of senior mgm’t salaries
‘17/lB Op Budget - various
internet
‘17/18 Op Budget - various
‘17/18 Op Budget - 455 Cowie Hill

‘17/18 Op Budget- 455 Cowie Hill
117/18 Op Budget - 455 Cowie Hill

I internet- Bell Aliant
internet - Ford Canada

‘17/18 Op Budget - various
I ‘17/18 Op Budget- various

I ‘17/18 Op Budget - IS

I ‘17/18 Op Budget - Admin

I ‘17/18 Op Budget - Admin

I ‘17/lB Op Budget - Admin

I ‘11/18 Op Budget - Admin

I ‘17/18 Op Budges - IS

I 17/18 Op Budget - Admin

/ see supplemental details attached

/ see supplemental details attached
/ see supplemental details attached
/ see supplemental details attached
/ $1 338 est - S per square foot
/ 51.987 est - $ per square foot
/ 51.057 est - $ per square foot

/ ILest -$8,000 is 2

/ z: rtt-$peryearenotopsemployees
/ 54,: eat - $ per month x a of employees
/ eat - $ per month is of Opt employees

/ - - eat - 1/3 of budgeted cons

/ . 2 eat - 1/3 of budgeted cost

‘ ::: - 1/3 of budgeted cost

ml - 1/3 of budgeted coas
est - 1/3 of budgeted cost
eat - 1/3 of budgeted cost
eat

I eat bated on Admin budget

$270,630
$90,750
$52,100

$148,917
$61,500
$13,174
$19,573
$10,414

$26,000
$22,000
$36,900

$145,200

521,359
$12,333
$38,333
525,000

$20,000
$36,667
$43,333

So
$23,000
512,000

$3,614,414
$90,750
$52,100

$148,917
$61,500
$13,174

$19,573
$10,414

$16,000
$22,000
$36,900

$145,200

521,359
$12,333
$3g,333
$25,000

$20,000
$36,667
$43,333

$0
$23,000
$12,000

31400
31400
31400

EXPENDITURES:
Source

Expense Assumptions

/ Basis

Pro-forma Expenditures. Option #1
(Full Service-Centralized)

Administration

Incremental Costs:
Salaries and eenefita

Salaries [ ‘17/18 Op Budget’ various / see supplemental details attached $225,000 $685,000 $225,000 $1,440,000 $430,000 $3,005,000

Statutory eapense [ ‘17/18 Op Budges / 7.33% est - % ofsalaries $16,493 $50,211 $16,493 $105,552 $31,519 $210,267

Medical and group insurance [ ‘17/18 Op Budget / 2 95% eat - % ofSalaries $6,638 $20,208 $6,638 $42,480 $12,685 $88,648

Pension plan eapense [ ‘17/18 Op Budget / 10.00% ens - % ofsalaries $22,500 $68,500 $22,500 $144,000 $43,000 $300,500

Liabil.ty
Vehicle

denotes input field

Total

$823,918 $270,630 $1,732,032 $517,204

Audit
Consulting (Admin)
Legal

$42,000.00
$62,400.00
533,20000

$827,157 $823,918 $270,630 $1,732,032 $517,104 $4,230,941

$1,119,183 $823,911 5270,630 51,732,032 5517,204 54,462,967



ATLANTIC POLICY CONGRESS
OF FIRS] NATIONS CHIEFS SECRETARIAT

Pro-forma Expenditures - Option #2
Pull Serv cx - Decentralized I

Cotpoeale
Expense Assumptions AdmInistration Services Communications Operations EngIneerIng Total

EXPENDITURES:

Incremental Coats:
Salaries and Benefits

Salaries ( stew pplemental details actached I S225. 5635.000 S225, $5455000 $430,000 $3,020,000
Stasutory eapense 133% flow through- no change ) 516,493 550211 $16493 $105,652 531.519 $221,366
Medical and group nturance I 2 95% flow through-no change I $5633 520,203 $6633 542.923 512,685 539,090
Pension plan eapente I 10.00% Flow through - no change I $22,500 $63,500 $22,500 $245,500 $43000 $302,000

$270,630 5923,913 $270,630 $1,750,014 $517,204 $3,632,466
Contract services - hiring I see supplemental details attached 3 $90,750 $90,750
Conferences I see supplemental details attached I $57,100 $0 $0 $0 so $57,100
Office lease I tee supplemental derails attached 3 $142,294 $0 $0 $0 $0 $142,293
Training and Development [ tee supplemental derails attached 3 $61,500 $0 $0 $0 $0 $61,500
Cleaning and janitorial services [ $1333 flow through - no change 3 512,583 $0 so $0 $0 $12,588
Electricity [ $1.98? flow through- no change 3 $18,702 $0 $0 $0 $0 $13,702
Heating [ $1.05? flow through-no change 3 $9,950 $0 $0 $0 $0 $9,990
Insurance

General ( $1e. flaw through-no change ] $16,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $16,000
VehIcle 51,000 flaw through- $ per years 8 of opt employees I $20,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $20,000

Telephone/ cellular phone I $75 flaw through’ $ per months 8 of employees 3 $35,100 $0 $0 $0 $0 535100
Vehicle leate C $550 flaw through- $ per months U of Ops employees 3 $132,000 $0 $0 $0 $0 $132,000

$386,615 $323,913 5270.630 $1,750,014 $317,203 $4,228,641
Other Essimated Costa:

Adarnlsing I $21,359 flow through - no change $21,359 $0 $0 $0 $0 $21,359
Bank char3et and interest II 512.333 flow through ‘no change $12,333 50 $0 $0 $0 $12,333
Consulling II $38,333 flow through - no change I $38,333 $0 $0 $0 $0 $38,333
Office supplies and postage IL $25000 flow through -prorated based anfl em,loyees I $23,730 $0 50 SD $0 523,730
Professional Services

Audit I 520.000 flow through - no change I $20.fl $0 So 50 50 520.000
Consulting fAdmin) $36,567 flow through —no change I $3666? SO $0 SD $0 $36,667
legal I $43,333 flow through ‘no change I 543.333 50 50 50 $0 543.335

Property eases I 50 flow through ‘prorated based on sq footage I $0.00 SO $0 SD $0 $0
Repal mend ma,nfe nance ‘equipment I $23,000 flow through -prorated based one employees I $21,873 SD So $0 $0 521,8Th
Vehicle eapentea I $t2,000 (tow through ‘fronted based on4 employees I $12,615 $0 $0 $0 50 512,6th

51,096,9Th 5823,919 $270,630 $1,750,074 $S17,204 54,458.741



ATLANTIC POLICY CONGRESS
OF FIRST NATIONS CHIEFS SECRETARIAT

Pro-Torma Expenditures - Option 3
Full Outsource

Corporate Operations &
Expense Assumptions Administration Services Communications Engineering Total

EXPENDITURES:

Incremental Costs:
Salaries and Benefits

Salaries I see supplemental details attached I $225,000 $305,000 $165,000 $440,000 $1,135,000
Statulory expense I 7.33% flow through - no change I $16,493 $22,357 $12,095 $32,252 $83,196
Medical and group insurance ( 2.95% flow through ‘no change } $6,638 $8,998 $4,868 $12,980 $33,483
Pension plan expense 1 10.00% flowthrough -no change ] $22,500 $30,500 $16,500 544,000 $113,500

$270,630 $366,854 $198,462 $529,232 $1,365,178
Contract services - hiring ( see supplemental details attached I $14,250 $14,250
Conferences I see supplemental details attached I $29,100 $29,100
Office tease I see supplemental details attached I $56,201 $56,201
Training and Development I see supplemental details attached I $26,000 $26,000
Cleaning and janitorial services [ 51.338 flow through - no change J 54,972 $4,912
Electricity [ 51987 flow through - no change ) 57,387 57,387
Heating I $1057 flowthrough - no change ) $3,930 $3,930
Insurance

General I $16,000 flow through - no change I $16,000 $16,000
Vehicle I $1,000 flow through

- $ per years ft ol 0ps employees j $1,000 $1,000
Telephone) cellular phone I $75 flow through

- $ per months if of employees I $21,700 $11,700
Vehicle lease I $550 flow through - S per months ft of ops employees I $6,600 $6,600

$507,770 $366,854 $198,462 $529,232 $1,602,318
Other Esttmated Costs:

Advertising I $21359flowthrough - no change J $21,359 $21,359
Bank charges and interest I $t2,333flowthrough - no change j $11,333 $12,333
Consulting $38,3331flow through - no change I $36333 $38,333
Office supplies and postage I $2ppgflowthrough -prorated based on if employees J $7,927 $7,927
Prolessionat Services

Audit I $20,000 flow through - no change $20,000 $10,000
Consulting (Admin) 536,667 flowthrough .no change I $36,667 $36,667
Legat { $43,333 flowthrough - increase by 100% I $86,667 $86,667

Property tates [ $0 flow through -prorated based on sq footage 3 50 $0
Repairs and maintenanceS equipment ( $23,000 flowthrough -prorated based on if employees 3 $7,293 $1,293
Vehicle expenses [ $12,000 flowthrough -prorated based on ft employees I $3,805 53,805

$742,153 $366,a54 $198462 $529,232 $1,836,701



ATLANTIC POLICY CONGRESS
OF FiRSr NATIONS CHIEFS SECRETARIAr

Pro-forma Expenditures - Option #4
Technical Servxes Support)

Cotporale
Expense Assumptions AdmInistration Services CommunicatIons Operations EngineerIng Total

EXPENDITURES:

Incremental Costs:

Sal aries and Renelits

Salaries ( see suoplemental details attached I $225,000 $685,000 $225. $96S, $430, $2,510,000
Statutory enpente j 1.33% low through-no change I $16,493 550,211 $16493 $70,135 $31,519 $185,449
Medical and group inturance I 7.95% flow through - no change I $6,638 $20,208 $6,638 528.468 $12,685 $74,635
Pension plan espenle I 1000% flow shrouth -no change I $22,500 $68,500 $22,500 $96,500 $43,000 $253,003

$270,630 $823,918 $270,630 $5,160,702 $517,204 $3,043,084
Contract services-hiring I see supplemental detalln attached I $90,750 $90,750
Conferences I nec supplemental detail, attached I $49,600 $49,600
Office lease [ see supplemental detailu attached j $122,427 $122,422
Training and Development [ see supplemental details attached I $55,000
Cleaning and janitorial services [ $1,318 flow through ‘no change J $10,830 $10,830
Electricity ( $1.98? Flow through - no change I $16,091 $16,091
Healing ( $1.05? flow through - no change j $8,561 $8,561
Insurance

General I $16,000 flow through .no change I $16,000 $16.00,
Vehicle [ $1.00, low through. $ per years P of Ops employees I $14,000 $14.00,

Telephone/ cellular phone I $75 Flow through- $ per months P of employees I $29,700 $19.70,
Vehicle lease I $550 flow through- $ per nonth 88 of Ops employees I $92,400 $91,400

5775.959 $823,918 $210,630 $1,160,702 5517,204 $3,548,403
Other EstImated Corn,

Advertising I $1 tlow through - esl reduction by 1/2 I $1o,l $10,000
Bank charges and interest I

____________

flow through - est reduction by 1/2 I $7,500 $75
Connulting I $38,333 low through -no change I $38,333 $32,333
Office nupplies and postage I $25,000 Flow through -prorated based on P emoloyees I $20,122 $20,522
Professional Services

Audit I I $20.00, flow through - no cha’ge I $20, $20.00,
Consulting $36,661 flow through - no change I $36,667 $36,667
legal I $43,333 flow through - increase by 50% I $65. $65,000

Property taaes II flow through ‘prorated based on sq footage I $0
Repairs and maintena nce-equ !pment $23,000 Flow through -prorated based one employees I $18,512 $18,512
Vehicle etp entes C 12,0,0 flow through -prorated based one employees I $9,659 $9,659

$1,001,782 $823,918 $270,630 $1,160,702 $517,204 53774,236
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Office Lease

Office space required by employees

4 of Employees

Average square footage office space per person

Reception Area

Conference Room

Mail Room

File Room

Lunch! Break Room

Work Room

Hall and Corridors within the space

125 125

200 200

587.5 562.5

125 125

1641.5 1568.5

.1

Additonal

Full Service Full Service Technical Srv

(Centralized) — (Decentraiized)J Full Outsource Support

41 39

150 150

6150 5850

150

870

150

830

Total Office Space Required

Estimated S/square foot (excluding operating costs and taxes)

13 33

150 150

1950 4950

150 150

310 710

125 125

200 200

237.5 487.5

125 125

619.5 1349.5

3717 8097

$15.12 I $15.12

$56,201 $122,427

9849 9411

$13.12 IL. $15.12

Estimated Office Lease Costs $148,917 $142,294



— pieyloi; Hr.? —

What is the average square footage of office space per person?
oalrd i Mart?. 4.2016t5 Ornis Mfl’an — LeIvfltep*

How much office space do I need?

By 2017. North AmefEal oIrpceswiI avenge 151 square feet perworter, accordetq lo real estate data piovcer CotcNotGlobaI. Thai’s down fmrn 176 square feet

2012 and 225 square feet in 2010 The nile at thumb for creative open space that startup and smal lechnolegy companles seek has been decreasing from 200 to 250
square feet to as low as 100 to ISO square fee! or ‘usable office space per person.

What are typical sizes for...?

The fo:bwmg office space ar,ocat,00s can be used In help estirate Die arouni of usable ofle space required to, sour bosness based upon Lmes. My common area

load factois (ryptcaay mope beNreen 10% and 20%) sit need to be added on to determine the wntable area.

taipeOWce—200bdDOsq.fl

Meeumoltre-lSOto2sOcq Th

SmaiOrtce—BOIolSDsq C —

Open Spare Voitslatons —60 In 110 sq. ft. perperson — —

Woik Group fleas —60 to 100 sq ft per person

• Reception flea — 10010200 sq ft • 10 sq ft. per person wailing O
• Conrerence Room — 50 sq ft + 25 sq ft. per person sealed

• Iiailnoon—125sq.fl I
• FileRoom—200sq ft.

• LuncWBreak Room—iS sq. ft. +25 sq. C. per person seated

• Worlcnoom—1250o200sq ft. -
• HallslCorridors within the space — 20% to 30% of the fatal usable area

________________

Or, how do you lease die oght amount of space?

Glut of office space in Halifax drops prices

— U%

Liberal

,)MESHlSOoH

Pubijihed Octb.r ti 2CI3 - 3!wn

L.atUpd.Wd0cc.’Il 2t10-013n

nfl—I’ an

bdct
financing.
advising.
smarts.

1-

. Herald

Business
BUILDING ON A STRONGER
NOVA SCOTIA LEARN lqORc

Home News Opinions Busbiess Sports Am&Ufe Wheels Homes Community Careen Video

Buseness News Bow,nsCokgrmo shdfLh Coew,ecrcoilthaaw. Prosper. Ianrnrsskn3ns.gwq

Record 1.8 million square feet is vacant around the Halifax area, says CERE
expert
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